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ABSTRACT

The conventional wisdom is that the USA PATRIOT Act tore down the wall that prevented counterterrorism officials from sharing information with one another. Yet a number of laws remain on the books that could restrict data exchange, including the National Security Act of 1947, the Posse Comitatus Act, and the Privacy Act. Each statute reflects a blend of distinct policy concerns – for instance, preventing criminal investigators from evading the legal limits on domestic surveillance, keeping military and intelligence agencies from using excessive force in contexts where it’s unjustified, ensuring that the armed forces remain subordinate to civilian authorities, and safeguarding individual privacy against government intrusions. These laws are overbroad; they have the potential to restrict not just the harmful conduct Congress sought to proscribe, but also innocent information sharing. In fact, it’s possible to expand sharing while simultaneously vindicating these laws’ underlying principles. Intelligence agencies are unlikely to collect evidence for law enforcement officials to use in criminal proceedings, because doing so would undermine their institutional interests. Information sharing can mitigate intelligence and military incentives to operate in inappropriate spheres. The chances that data exchange might undermine civilian control of the military are too slight to justify sharing restrictions. And information sharing can preserve privacy values by reducing the need for agencies to engage in multiple rounds of privacy-eroding surveillance.
MENDING WALLS:
INFORMATION SHARING AFTER THE USA PATRIOT ACT

Nathan Alexander Sales†

Something there is that doesn’t love a wall,
That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.

– Robert Frost, “Mending Wall”
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INTRODUCTION

The conventional wisdom is that the USA PATRIOT Act tore down the wall. The conventional wisdom is mistaken.

† Assistant Professor of Law, George Mason University School of Law. Special thanks to the Center for Infrastructure Protection for generous financial support. I worked on a number of information-sharing initiatives while serving at the U.S. Departments of Justice and Homeland Security, but the opinions expressed in this article are solely mine.

It was the summer of 2001, and FBI agents were frantically trying to locate a suspected al Qaeda operative named Khaled al Mihdhar. Toward the end of August, Steve Bongardt, who was working the criminal investigation of U.S.S. Cole bombing, received an email from one of the bureau’s intelligence officials; it mentioned that al Mihdhar might have entered the United States. His curiosity piqued, Bongardt picked up the phone and asked his colleague to tell him more. What he got was an order to delete the message; it was sent to him by accident. Bongardt then fired off an angry email: “Whatever has happened to this – someday somebody will die – and wall or not – the public will not understand why we are not more effective and throwing every resource we had at certain ‘problems.’”

He was right. A few weeks later Khaled al Mihdhar helped hijack American Airlines flight 77 and crash it into the Pentagon.

After 9/11, it was widely agreed that national security officials needed to do a better job sharing information with one another. The free flow of data, it was argued, would help them “connect the dots” and prevent future attacks. An early example of this consensus was the USA PATRIOT Act, which amended a provision in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act that prevented intelligence officials at the FBI from exchanging data with criminal investigators. Yet even in PATRIOT’s wake, a number of walls remain on the statute books. These legal constraints have attracted virtually no attention, either in academic circles or elsewhere. “[A]ny suggestion that there is still a ‘wall’ is not considered politically correct.” The issue may have escaped notice, but that does not make it unimportant. The remaining restrictions on information sharing have the potential to affect the full range of agencies with national security responsibilities, from the intelligence community to the armed forces to law enforcement. They also potentially cover the entire spectrum of data that could be relevant to counterterrorism operations, from electronic surveillance intercepts to satellite imagery to industrial facility vulnerability assessments.

This article attempts to fill that gap in the literature. It has three goals: to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of information sharing; to identify some of the remaining legal restrictions on data exchange, as well as their policy justifications; and to consider whether these laws’ underlying values can coexist with expanded information sharing.

Part I discusses some of the benefits and costs of data exchange. A principal advantage of sharing is that it enables intelligence agencies to better detect national security threats. By assembling individual tiles that by themselves reveal little, information sharing allows analysts to see the entire mosaic of enemy intentions. Sharing also allows agencies to specialize in the collection of various different types of information; these market niches produce efficiency gains

---


4 Id. § 218 (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 1804(a)(7)(B)).

5 Quoted in Grant T. Harris, The CIA Mandate and the War on Terror, 23 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 529, 554 (2005).
that result in better intelligence product. Yet sharing has its downsides. Data exchange can compromise sensitive intelligence sources and methods by increasing the likelihood that they will leak. It can flood intelligence analysts with troves of data, making it harder to distinguish signal from noise and reinforcing preconceptions about hostile powers’ capabilities and intentions. And sharing can burden the privacy interests of persons to whom the data pertains.

Part II analyzes statutory restrictions on information sharing and their policy justifications. It begins with the prototypical wall – FISA’s “primary purpose” requirement, which crippled information sharing from the mid-1990s up to the 9/11 attacks. The wall sought to prevent pretext. It was feared that law enforcement officials might ask intelligence officials to collect evidence for use in criminal proceedings; FISA kept cops from evading the legal limits on domestic surveillance by commissioning spies to do the dirty work for them.

I then turn to some of the remaining statutory restrictions on information sharing. The National Security Act of 1947 bars the CIA from exercising “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers” or engaging in “internal security functions.” Similar to the FISA wall, the 1947 act prevents spies from engaging in pretextual surveillance at the behest of cops. It also reflects firewall concerns – the notion that, while it might be appropriate to use unsavory intelligence techniques in the foreign sphere, the government shouldn’t operate the same way domestically. The act could restrict the CIA’s ability to swap information with federal law enforcement officials, most notably at the FBI. A second restriction is found in the Posse Comitatus Act, which makes it a crime to “use[] any part of the Army or the Air Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws” Posse Comitatus is another firewall statute; it insulates domestic law enforcement from the more violent practices that characterize military operations. The act also reflects republicanism concerns – the idea that the armed forces must always be subordinate to civilian authorities. The sweeping Posse Comitatus rule may prevent the armed forces from sharing information with domestic authorities in the aftermath of a terrorist attack or natural disaster – for example, by providing the FBI with intelligence about the attack site or offering tactical advice on how to manage the disaster zone. The Privacy Act of 1974 offers a third example. It promotes individual privacy in two senses – freedom from government observation, and the ability to control how information about oneself is presented to the outside world. A restrictive reading of the act – in particular, the requirement that “routine” disclosures of covered records must be “compatible with the purpose for which [they were] collected” – could prevent, for example, Customs from sharing data about arriving container ships with NSA officials who want to use it to screen for terrorist stowaways. In short, the 1947 act, Posse Comitatus, and the Privacy Act are overbroad. Congress had good reasons to enact these statutes, but they sweep so broadly that they imperil desirable information sharing that does not threaten the harms about which Congress justifiably was concerned.

Part III considers whether it’s possible to promote data exchange while remaining faithful to these laws’ underlying pretext, firewall, republicanism, and privacy concerns. The answer, I argue, is yes. The analysis is informed by rational-choice theories of bureaucratic action, and

---

focuses on individual and institutional incentives within military and intelligence agencies. It’s unlikely that information sharing between the FBI and CIA under the 1947 act will raise meaningful pretext problems. The CIA will have strong incentives to decline requests by its bureaucratic rival to collect evidence for use in criminal proceedings, because doing so would harm the CIA’s own interests. Similarly, sharing probably won’t produce firewall harms. Data exchange can actually promote firewall principles by mitigating agencies’ incentives to mount aggressive operations in inappropriate spheres. Republicanism concerns don’t justify sharing restrictions; the potential harms are both slight and unlikely to materialize. And information sharing can preserve privacy values even more effectively than a strict prohibition on data exchange, by reducing agencies’ incentives to engage in privacy-eroding surveillance.

A few preliminary observations are needed. First, this article suffers from the same shortcomings that plague all efforts to write about highly classified national security matters – a dearth of publicly available information. A good deal of data about how these statutory barriers affect information sharing among military, intelligence, and law enforcement players presumably remains hidden from public view. In its absence, the most we can hope to do is offer conjectures or educated guesses. Second, eliminating the statutory barriers discussed in this article will not, without more, lead to the free flow of information. Agencies aren’t exactly clamoring to share with one another; as I’ve argued elsewhere, officials have strong incentives to hoard data, and information sharing will be stymied unless these incentives are recalibrated.\(^9\) Still, modifying legal rules to permit more sharing is an important first step. Statutory restrictions on data exchange reinforce agencies’ worst instincts, ensuring that even less information changes hands.

I. TWO CHEERS FOR INFORMATION SHARING

The post-9/11 consensus is that information sharing is a good thing. There is “near universal agreement” that “fighting terror will require deeper coordination than existed heretofore between law enforcement agencies, the CIA, and the military.”\(^{10}\) Data exchange is worthwhile because it enables officials to piece together the intelligence mosaic, an especially important task in conflicts with nontraditional adversaries like terrorist organizations. Also, sharing produces efficiency gains by allowing different intelligence agencies to specialize in collecting particular kinds of information. So why only two cheers? Because sometimes data exchange can harm the government’s national security interests, to say nothing of the privacy interests of the people to whom the information pertains.

---


The principal advantage of information sharing is that it enables intelligence analysts to better detect threats against the United States. Taken individually, a piece of information might not reveal anything about an adversary’s intentions or capabilities. But seemingly innocuous data can become more meaningful, and more sinister, when aggregated with other information. This is known as the mosaic theory.11 “[I]ntelligence gathering is ‘akin to the construction of a mosaic;’ to appreciate the full import of a single piece may require the agency to take a broad view of the whole work.”12 One tile may not suggest much at all, but the larger mosaic might. The mosaic theory traditionally has been offered as reason why the government might resist the release of a particular piece of information, as in response to a FOIA request.13 Yet it is as much a theory of intelligence analysis as it is a theory of nondisclosure. As long ago as the Revolutionary War, General George Washington – “America’s first spymaster”14 – recognized the importance of collecting and aggregating apparently unrelated pieces of information. “Every minutiae should have a place in our collection, for things of a seemingly trifling [sic] nature when conjoined with others of a more serious cast may lead to very valuable conclusions.”15

A related benefit is that information sharing can reduce the likelihood of catastrophic intelligence failures.16 “[T]he intelligence failures that hurt the worst have not been those of collection but rather those of dissemination.”17 Some scholars believe that breakdowns in information sharing contributed to our failure to anticipate the attack on Pearl Harbor. In the months before December 1941, American cryptologists had broken the principal code for Japan’s diplomatic communications and intercepted a number of increasingly alarming messages that Japan regarded conflict with the United States as inevitable.18 Intelligence officers also determined that Japan had changed its naval call signs on November 1 and again on December 1,


12 J. Roderick MacArthur Found. v. FBI, 102 F.3d 600, 604 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (quoting In re United States, 872 F.2d 472, 475 (D.C. Cir. 1989)); see also United States v. Marchetti, 466 F.2d 1309, 1318 (4th Cir. 1972).

13 See, e.g., CIA v. Sims, 471 U.S. 159, 178 (1985) (upholding CIA’s refusal to divulge identities of private researchers participating in agency’s MKULTRA program, because “bits and pieces of data may aid in piecing together bits of other information even when the individual piece is not of obvious importance in itself”).


16 Many factors besides sharing breakdowns contribute to faulty intelligence, including analysts’ cognitive biases the “crying-wolf effect” of past false alarms, and so on. See POSNER, SURPRISE ATTACKS, supra note 1, at 85-86; RICHARD A. POSNER, UNCERTAIN SHIELD: THE U.S. INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM IN THE THROES OF REFORM 22-29 (2006) [hereinafter POSNER, UNCERTAIN SHIELD]. Even if data had flowed freely in the months before the 9/11 attacks, it’s far from clear that officials would have overcome these other obstacles to make the right intelligence calls. See MARK M. LOWENTHAL, INTELLIGENCE: FROM SECRETS TO POLICY 256 (4th ed. 2009). Enhanced information sharing may help stave off intelligence failure, but it doesn’t guarantee success.


moves that were regarded “as signs of major preparations for some sort of Japanese offensive.”

Yet these clues about Japan’s possible intentions were never pooled and integrated:

[N]o single person or agency had at any given moment all the signals existing in this vast information network. The signals lay scattered in a number of different agencies; some were decoded, some were not; some traveled through rapid channels of communication, some were blocked by technical or procedural delays; some never reached a center of decision.

Information sharing is also advantageous because it allows intelligence agencies to specialize in collecting different kinds of data, thereby producing efficiency gains. Consider the alternative: a system in which agencies only gain access to information they’ve collected on their own. Such an “eat what you kill” regime would result in wasteful redundancies, as agencies duplicated each others’ collection capabilities. Resources that the FBI might use more productively to intercept electronic communications within the United States would be diverted to replicating the National Security Agency’s overseas signals-intelligence assets. Those inefficiencies mean less intelligence would be produced. (This is not a mere hypothetical. When NSA officials in 2001 refused to hand over intercepts of Osama bin Laden’s satellite telephone calls, the FBI made plans to conduct electronic surveillance by building its own antennae in Palau and Diego Garcia.) By contrast, an intelligence system based on information sharing allows agencies to carve out their own market niches. Agencies can focus their collection efforts on areas where they enjoy a comparative advantage – e.g., the FBI’s comparative advantage in gathering information relating to domestic crimes, the CIA’s comparative advantage in gathering data from overseas spies, and so on. Sharing ensures that agencies won’t be disadvantaged by specializing; they will still, through a system of trade, have access to data collected by others. The result is to lower the intelligence system’s overall costs of producing assessments.

Sharing also has the potential to foster competitive analysis, which can result in better advice to policymakers. In particular, sharing increases the number of agencies capable of engaging in what’s known as “all source intelligence.” All source means that an agency’s analytical products incorporate data from many different collection sources, not just the ones over which that particular agency has control. In other words, the nation’s three all-source agencies – CIA, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research – can incorporate into their intelligence assessments data that was gathered by, for instance, the FBI and the NSA. Information sharing can lead to the emergence of more all-source agencies. Sharing ensures that analysts aren’t limited to the data their own agency has managed to collect, but instead allows them to examine the widest possible range of

---

19 Id. at 385.
20 Id. But see David Kahn, The Intelligence Failure of Pearl Harbor, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, Winter 1991-1992, at 138, 148 (“The intelligence failure at Pearl Harbor was not one of analysis, as Wohlstetter implies, but of collection.”).
21 Cf. Posner, SURPRISE ATTACKS, supra note 1, at 14, 47.
22 See Wright, supra note 2, at 382-88.
23 See Lowenthal, supra note 16, at 72.
24 See Lowenthal, supra note 16, at 38.
information, including data gathered by other agencies. The result is a system of competitive analysis, in which multiple agencies consult a common pool of information to tackle the same intelligence questions. Previously I argued that redundant intelligence collection is inefficient, but not all redundancy is wasteful; cars come with seat belts and air bags, and drivers are safer for having them both. Redundant collection seems the very essence of waste; little is gained when five different agencies intercept the same email. But redundant intelligence analysis can be beneficial. Competitive analysis helps ensure that policymakers are exposed to diverse perspectives; it also helps counteract groupthink tendencies.

Information sharing may produce even greater benefits in conflicts with terrorists than in traditional warfare between nation states. Indications that a conventional attack is imminent are comparatively easy to detect; it isn’t hard to figure out what the Soviets have in mind when they mobilize 20,000 tanks to the border of West Germany. But asymmetric warfare often involves precursor acts that by themselves appear innocent. The warning signs of a terrorist attack could be as innocuous as a Nigerian named Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab boarding a Detroit-bound flight in Amsterdam on Christmas day. Their sinister implications can only be discerned when integrated with other pieces of information – e.g., intercepts suggesting that al Qaeda intended to use a Nigerian to attack the U.S. around the holidays, intercepted email traffic between Abdulmutallab and an anti-American cleric in Yemen, and warnings from Abdulmutallab’s father that his son had become radicalized. Information sharing enables intelligence analysts to cross-check seemingly innocent facts against other signs of possible danger, thereby approaching the comparative certainty of conventional threat assessments.

Widespread data exchange has the potential to harm the government’s national security interests in several ways. Sharing increases the likelihood that a given piece of sensitive intelligence will be compromised, whether through espionage (acquisition by a foreign power) or leaks (disclosures to unauthorized persons, such as the news media). The more people who are privy to a secret, the greater the danger it will be exposed. “Bulkheads in a ship slow movement between the ship’s compartments, just as restrictions on sharing classified information slow the communication traffic between intelligence agencies. But in both cases there is a compelling safety rationale.”


26 See William C. Banks, And the Wall Came Tumbling Down: Secret Surveillance After the Terror, 57 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1147, 1151, 1193 (2003) [hereinafter Banks, Secret Surveillance]; LOWENTHAL, supra note 16, at 14, 139; O’Connell, supra note 25, at 1676, 1689, 1731-32. Competitive analysis also has its downsides. “The existence of an alternative analysis, especially on controversial issues, can lead policymakers to shop for the intelligence they want or cherry-pick analysis, which also results in politicization.” LOWENTHAL, supra note 16, at 135.


28 See LOWENTHAL, supra note 16, at 133.


30 POSNER, SURPRISE ATTACKS, supra note 1, at 103.
Still, the risk that sharing might compromise sensitive data seems exaggerated. Cold War era information-access standards like compartmentalization rules and “need to know” requirements were designed to counter a particular type of threat: espionage by a traditional nation-state adversary like the Soviet Union. They may be less vital in today’s era of asymmetric conflicts with international terrorists. Sharing restrictions still play an important role in preventing espionage by rival nations, such as Iran or North Korea. But terrorist groups like al Qaeda have not proven as adept at placing spies in the American intelligence community. 31 At least as to information related to terrorist threats, then, the risks of espionage seem weaker. 32 Of course, the danger that classified terrorism-related information might leak remains significant – witness, for example, newspaper stories about the NSA’s warrantless Terrorist Surveillance Program, the secret CIA prisons in Central Europe, and so on. 33 But it might be possible to mitigate those risks with countermeasures other than sharing restrictions, such electronic audit trails that record which officials have accessed a particular piece of information. 34

Sharing also can harm national security by producing a “flooding effect” – i.e., by inundating analysts with massive amounts of information. Roberta Wohlstetter argues that intelligence analysis is akin to trying to locate a faint “signal” hidden amid a mass of “noise.” 35 Information sharing can increase the amount of noise, making the signals even harder to detect. Sharing thus can overwhelm analysts, preventing them from detecting threats they otherwise would have found if only they weren’t swamped with data. 36 Even worse, the flooding effect can lead to analytical distortions. By deluging analysts with unmanageable troves of data, sharing can reinforce their preconceptions about hostile powers’ capabilities and intentions and blind them to unexpected threats. 37 In other words, sharing can exacerbate confirmation bias. Analysts might cope with the reams of new information by fixating on the data points that confirm their preexisting biases and ignoring the ones that don’t. The result is analytical ossification, as established theories are reinforced and alternatives go unnoticed.

31 But see Richard A. Oppel Jr., et al., Attacker in Afghanistan Was a Double Agent, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 5, 2010, at A1 (reporting that an al Qaeda suicide bomber who killed seven CIA officers at a CIA base in Afghanistan was double agent).

32 Cf. POSNER, UNCERTAIN SHIELD, supra note 16, at 215 (indicating that, while “[f]oreign states have their own intelligence agencies that can steal secrets by pooling and analyzing scattered bits of information obtained from leaks or moles,” terrorist organizations “have much less elaborate intelligence apparatus,” and arguing that classifying information “is not responsive” to the threat posed by terrorists).


34 See MARKLE FOUND., MOBILIZING INFORMATION TO PREVENT TERRORISM: ACCELERATING DEVELOPMENT A TRUSTED INFORMATION SHARING ENVIRONMENT, THIRD REPORT OF THE MARKLE FOUNDATION TASK FORCE 1-3, 6-7 (2006) [hereinafter THIRD MARKLE REPORT].

35 See WOHLSTETTER, supra note 18, at 387, 393.

36 Cf. WOHLSTETTER, supra note 18, at 387 (“We failed to anticipate Pearl Harbor not for want of the relevant materials, but because of a plethora of irrelevant ones.”).

37 See POSNER, SURPRISE ATTACKS, supra note 1, at 116-17.
Concerns about flooding are legitimate, but they don’t justify wholesale limits on information sharing. It’s true that analysts’ cognitive limitations are an imperfect way to filter data. But so are sharing restrictions. In a system that uses sharing limits as a filter, what determines whether data from one agency reaches another is not an informed, disinterested judgment about whether or not it would be useful. The decisive factor is likely to be a rival agency’s self-serving determination about whether the exchange would benefit its interests or harm them.\footnote{See generally Sales, supra note 9.} Sharing restrictions are an exceedingly coarse way to separate signal from noise. A better way to prevent analysts from being inundated with data might be to rely on automated filtering technologies. CIA reportedly is developing image-recognition technology that enables computers to match photographs with exemplars stored in a database.\footnote{See Lowenthal, supra note 16, at 73.} The Office of the Director of National Intelligence also is said to be experimenting with an automated system that can scan databases of foreign surveillance videos and identify suspicious behavior.\footnote{See Walter Pincus, Finding a Way to Review Surveillance Tape in Bulk, WASH. POST., Mar. 10, 2009, at A11.} And computers are often tasked with running keyword queries (“al Qaeda,” “jihad,” and the like) against intercepted phone calls and emails. Human beings would only need to inspect what passed the automated filters. (Still, this seems an imperfect solution to the flooding effect. “Even in the age of computers, few technical shortcuts have been found to help analysts deal with the problem.”\footnote{Lowenthal, supra note 16, at 117.})

It’s not just the government that stands to lose from data exchange; sharing also can harm the privacy interests of the persons to whom the data relates.\footnote{Contra Kris, supra note 10, at 520 (arguing that sharing restrictions “do[] not provide much protection for privacy”).} Specifically, information sharing interferes with one’s interest in preventing the government from observing personal facts.\footnote{See, e.g., Julie E. Cohen, Examined Lives, Informational Privacy and the Subject as Object, 52 STAN. L. REV. 1371, ___ (2000).} The sharing of previously collected data amounts to fresh observation in several senses. First, sharing increases the number of officials with access to an otherwise private fact; the more officials who observe it, the greater the privacy harms. Second, and more importantly, information sharing enables the government to integrate isolated units of data and thereby discover new information about the person:

[W]hen combined together, bits and pieces of data begin to form a portrait of a person. The whole becomes greater than the parts. This occurs because combining information creates synergies. When analyzed, aggregated information can reveal new facts about a person that she did not expect would be known about her when the original, isolated data was collected.\footnote{Daniel J. Solove, A Taxonomy of Privacy, 154 U. PENN. L. REV. 477, 507 (2006); cf. Patricia L. Bellia, The Memory Gap in Surveillance Law, 75 U. CHI. L. REV. 137, 139 (2008).}
This is the same insight that informs the mosaic theory: Integration creates new information. Just as data aggregation can reveal new insights into Al Qaeda’s capabilities or plans, it can also reveal new insights into a person’s private thoughts and actions.

In addition to harming one’s privacy interest in avoiding unwanted observation, information sharing also can undermine one’s privacy interest in controlling data about oneself. Sharing interferes with the ability of data subjects to control the dissemination of information about themselves and, ultimately, how they choose to present themselves to the outside world:

What advocates regard as being fundamentally at stake in the claim to informational privacy is control of personal information. . . . [T]o speak of a right of informational privacy is to invoke a “claim of individuals . . . to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others.”

The problem here is not so much that information sharing prevents data subjects from keeping personal information confidential; the problem is that sharing has the potential to undermine data subjects’ autonomy. Still, while it’s certainly the case that information sharing can undermine privacy, sharing actually has the potential to promote privacy interests. This is so because, as I argue below, in some circumstances sharing can be a substitute for fresh privacy-eroding surveillance.

II. WALLS, PAST AND PRESENT

The USA PATRIOT Act may have brought down one wall, but a number of others remain on the statute books. This section begins with a brief discussion of the FISA wall, then surveys the remaining statutory limits on information sharing as well as their underlying policy values. The National Security Act of 1947 might prevent the CIA from sharing information with federal law enforcement agencies – most notably the FBI – as well as other counterterrorism officials who operate primarily in the domestic sphere. The Posse Comitatus Act could result in federal criminal liability for members of the armed forces who exchange data or otherwise coordinate with law enforcement officials. Finally, the Privacy Act might restrict any federal agency from sharing with intelligence officials unless its reasons for handing over the data are sufficiently similar to the reasons it gathered the information in the first place.


47 See infra Part III.C.

48 Several other statutes have the potential to restrict information sharing, but don’t have that effect at present because of how they are implemented. For instance, the Trade Secrets Act makes it a crime for federal officials to disclose virtually any kind of confidential business information – a restriction that could impede the free flow of data about vulnerabilities at critical infrastructure facilities like chemical plants. See 18 U.S.C. § 1905 (prohibiting any “officer or employee of the United States” from “publish[ing], divulg[ing], disclos[ing], or mak[ing] known in
Each of these statutes reflects a distinct set of policy values. Some laws seek to prevent *pretext* – the danger that criminal investigators might try to take advantage of the more flexible legal standards that govern surveillance for intelligence purposes. Others reflect *firewall* concerns; it might be appropriate to use certain military and intelligence practices in the foreign sphere, but those aggressive practices have no place here at home. A third principle is *republicanism* – the notion that the armed forces must always be kept firmly under the control of civilian authorities. Finally, there’s the good of *privacy*; the idea is to limit the government’s ability to engage in unwanted observation, as well as to respect the data subject’s ability to control the manner in which his information is presented to others.

A few qualifications are needed. First, I don’t mean to suggest that *pretext*, *firewall*, *republicanism*, and *privacy* concerns were foremost in Congress’s collective mind when it enacted these laws. Sometimes they were – the Privacy Act quite obviously was intended to preserve individual privacy – but sometimes they weren’t. My claim, rather, is that the statutes have the effect of vindicating these values in the present day.

Second, whether or not a given statute prohibits a particular kind of data exchange will rarely be an open-and-shut case. However, the fact that these laws do not unambiguously rule out information sharing is not cause for celebration. Legal uncertainty may be enough to halt data exchange. Risk-averse bureaucrats facing legal commands of unclear meaning may play it safe because they fear that a statutory violation – or even an allegation that a statute has been violated – will result in significant harms. Officers who share information in violation of the law can expose themselves and their agencies to civil fines and even jail time. Statutory violations can produce less tangible harms as well. Public knowledge that an agency has violated its any manner or to any extent” any “information [that] concerns or relates to the trade secrets, processes, operations, style of work, or apparatus, or to the identity, confidential statistical data, amount or source of any income, profits, losses, or expenditures of any person, firm, partnership, corporation, or association”). Yet the Trade Secrets Act contains an important exception; it permits disclosures that are otherwise “authorized by law.” Id. And the Homeland Security Act of 2002 authorizes intelligence agencies to exchange critical infrastructure information. See HSA § 214(e)(1), (2)(D) (directing Secretary of Homeland Security to “establish uniform procedures for the receipt, care, and storage by Federal agencies of critical infrastructure information,” including mechanisms “to permit the sharing of such information within the Federal Government”). The regulations implementing this directive state that DHS “may provide Protected [Critical Infrastructure Information] to an employee of the Federal government . . . provided that such information is shared for purposes of securing the critical infrastructure and protected systems, analysis, warning, interdependency study, recovery, reconstitution, or for another informational purpose including, without limitation, the identification, analysis, prevention, preemption, and/or disruption of terrorist threats to our homeland.” 6 C.F.R. § 29.8(b). See Chrysler Corp. v. Brown, 441 U.S. 281, 306-11 (1979) (holding that validly promulgated regulations can amount to legal authorization within meaning of Trade Secrets Act).

Similarly, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 – which Congress enacted to ensure the privacy of personal medical records – conceivably could limit the sharing of information about victims of a bioterrorism attack or a pandemic. However, the HIPAA privacy rule, promulgated by the Department of Health and Human Services in 2000, doesn’t represent much of an obstacle. The privacy rule is understood to regulate only the flow of data from health-care providers to the government, not the flow of data among government agencies. See Peter P. Swire & Lauren Steinfeld, Security and Privacy After September 11: The Health Care Example, 86 MINN. L. REV. 1515, (2002). And, in any event, the rule contains a number of exceptions that would permit information sharing in the event of a bioterrorism incident. See, e.g., 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(b), (f), (j) (exceptions for “public health activities,” “law enforcement purposes,” and where necessary to “avert a serious threat to health or safety”).
statutory charter can demoralize employees, decreasing their productivity. It can render the agency politically radioactive, resulting in the president and other senior policymakers keeping it at arm’s length. And it can encourage bureaucratic rivals to poach a weakened agency’s turf. In short, it doesn’t take a clear prohibition to gum up the works; information sharing can be thwarted nearly as easily by ambiguous legal commands that inspire risk averse officials to shy away from the legal limits.

A. The Life and Times of the FISA Wall

The most notorious wall traces its roots to an obscure provision in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. Enacted in 1978 against the backdrop of the Church Committee’s explosive allegations of illegal wiretaps, suppression of dissent, and other systematic abuses in the intelligence community, FISA put an end to the executive branch’s practice of conducting national security surveillance unilaterally. Henceforth the executive would need to apply to a special tribunal, known as the FISA court or FISC, and establish to a judge’s satisfaction that surveillance was legally justified. Among various requirements, FISA directed the government to certify to the court that “the purpose” of the proposed surveillance was to gather foreign intelligence. The basic idea was that, if the government’s central aim was to protect against foreign threats, it could avail itself of FISA’s relatively lax surveillance standards. If, on the other hand, the government’s objective was principally to enforce domestic criminal laws, it would have to satisfy the ordinary (and relatively strict) standards that govern garden variety criminal investigations. At some point in the 1980s, the Justice Department began to read FISA as requiring that “the primary purpose” of the proposed surveillance must be to collect foreign intelligence. (The source of that test was the Fourth Circuit’s decision in a pre-FISA case holding that warrantless electronic surveillance is permissible under the Fourth Amendment so long as its primary purpose is to gather foreign intelligence.)

How did one determine the government’s purpose in a given case? By measuring the amount of coordination between intelligence officials and their law enforcement counterparts. The more information that changed hands between cops and spies, the more likely it was that the FISA court would deem the primary purpose of the investigation to be something other than

49 Some of these harms may have befallen the CIA in the wake of allegations that the agency violated domestic and international laws against torture when it subjected al Qaeda leaders to coercive interrogations, including waterboarding. CIA lost some of its pull with the White House – witness the administration’s decision, over CIA objections, to release Justice Department memoranda on the legality of coercive interrogation. See Mark Mazetti & Scott Shane, Interrogation Memos Detail Harsh Tactics by the C.I.A., N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 17, 2009, at A1. And CIA’s responsibility for interrogating senior al Qaeda captives was reassigned to the interagency High-Value Detainee Interrogation Group, or “HIG,” which is led by the FBI. See Anne E. Kornblut, Obama Approves New Team to Question Terror Suspects, WASH. POST, Aug. 25, 2009, at ___.

50 For detailed histories of the FISA wall see, e.g., 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 2, at 78-80; Banks, Secret Surveillance, supra note 26, at 1153-88; Kris, supra note 10, at 499-518.


52 See id. § 1804(a)(7)(B).

53 See In re: Sealed Case, 310 F.3d 717, ___ (2002).

54 United States v. Truong, 629 F.2d 908, ___ (4th Cir. 1980).
collecting foreign intelligence. And that would take FISA’s relatively liberal surveillance tools off the table. In 1995, the Justice Department made it official; the agency issued a pair of directives that effectively segregated FBI intelligence officials from criminal investigators at the bureau and at Main Justice.\textsuperscript{55} The aim of the guidelines was to “clearly separate the counterintelligence investigation from the more limited . . . criminal investigations,” thereby preventing any “unwarranted appearance that FISA is being used to avoid procedural safeguards which would apply in a criminal investigation.” As such, DOJ directed that information uncovered in the course of intelligence investigations – “including all foreign counterintelligence relating to future terrorist activities” – generally “will not be provided either to the criminal agents, the [U.S. Attorney’s office], or the Criminal Division.”\textsuperscript{56} (The FISA wall thus was not just a statutory restriction; it derived from administrative interpretations and judicial decisions, as well as the underlying statute itself.) As a result, information sharing essentially ground to a halt.\textsuperscript{57}

Why was the FISA wall built in the first place? As the Justice Department’s 1995 guidelines indicate, the justification was the need to prevent officials from evading the legal limits on domestic surveillance. Relatedly, officials wanted to keep the FISA court from rejecting surveillance applications on the ground that cops’ participation in an intelligence investigation had so contaminated it as to rule out FISA wiretaps. Let’s call this a \textit{pretext} concern. (By maintaining the legal limits on domestic surveillance, the FISA wall also sought to preserve the privacy interests of persons subject to surveillance. A good deal more will be said about privacy below.\textsuperscript{58})

The risk of pretextual surveillance arises from differences in the respective rules under which intelligence and law-enforcement surveillances are carried out. The constitutional and statutory standards that govern the former are weaker than the rules applicable to the latter.\textsuperscript{59} The federal wiretap statute – known in the trade as “Title III” – provides that law-enforcement officials generally may not conduct surveillance unless they obtain a “superwarrant.”\textsuperscript{60} In addition to showing that they are taking steps to minimize the acquisition of innocent conversations and that they have exhausted alternative investigative techniques, officials must


\textsuperscript{56} Gorelick Memo, \textit{supra} note 55, at 2, 3.

\textsuperscript{57} The Justice Department directives established a mechanism by which information might be shared, \textit{see} Gorelick Memo, \textit{supra} note 55, at 3, but in practice very little data ended up changing hands, \textit{see} 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, \textit{supra} note 2, at 78-79.

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{See infra} Parts II.D, III.D.

\textsuperscript{59} Cf. United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297, __ (1972) (citing “potential distinctions” between “criminal surveillances and those involving the domestic security”).

establish probable cause to believe a crime has been, is being, or is about to be committed.\(^{61}\) By contrast, FISA only requires intelligence investigators to establish probable cause that the target is a “foreign power” or an “agent of a foreign power”\(^{62}\) – in layman’s terms, a spy or a terrorist. The standards are looser still for intelligence collection overseas. The Fourth Amendment may not apply at all to noncitizens who aren’t present in the United States – not just the warrant requirement, but the entire Fourth Amendment, including the requirement of reasonableness.\(^{63}\) And many surveillance statutes don’t apply to intelligence gathering in foreign countries at all, or at least apply differently than they do here at home.

Those disparate standards create arbitrage opportunities. Officials who are bound by relatively rigorous surveillance rules might look for ways to take advantage of comparatively flabby collection standards. In particular, law-enforcement officers might prefer for their wiretaps to be run by counterparts in the intelligence community, who would then share the intercepts for use in criminal investigations. Cops might, in other words, issue tasking orders to spies; they might delegate their responsibilities for criminal surveillance to surrogates in the intelligence community. To put matters differently, there could be a substitution effect. If the cost of ordinary criminal surveillance (measured in part by the difficulty of establishing the necessary legal predicates) is excessive, investigators will want to switch to lower cost surveillance techniques. To the extent that intelligence surveillance requires less in the way of predication – a weaker probable cause standard in the domestic sphere, and maybe not even reasonableness in the foreign sphere – law-enforcement officials may regard it as a less costly, and therefore more attractive, alternative.

The FISA wall helped prevent this substitution from taking place. The wall effectively increased the cost of the substitute good – law enforcement surveillance conducted by intelligence officials – to infinity; there were no circumstances in which criminal investigators would be permitted to assign to intelligence operatives their responsibility for gathering evidence for use in prosecutions. Notice that the wall didn’t just restrict cops from overtly tasking spies with surveillance; it also restricted informal interactions between cops and spies, such as collaborating on overlapping investigations and sharing information with each other. The FISA wall thus amounted to a prophylactic rule.\(^{64}\) It proscribed not just the specific harm that DOJ sought to avert (cops evading the legal limits on domestic surveillance by issuing tasking orders to spies), but also related conduct that could either be wholly innocent or could be the first tentative steps toward an impermissible tasking.

---


62 See 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801(a) & (b), 1805(a)(3).


64 See, e.g., Brian K. Landsberg, Safeguarding Constitutional Rights: The Uses and Limits of Prophylactic Rules, 66 Tenn. L. Rev. 925, 926 (1999) (describing “prophylactic rules” as “risk-avoidance rules that are not directly sanctioned or required by the Constitution, but that are adopted to ensure that the government follows constitutionally sanctioned or required rules”); see also David A. Strauss, The Ubiquity of Prophylactic Rules, 55 U. Chi. L. Rev. 190, 190 (1988).
The wall eventually came down. Section 218 of the USA PATRIOT Act abolished the primary purpose test, substituting a new requirement that “a significant purpose” of proposed FISA surveillance must be to collect foreign intelligence.\textsuperscript{65} As a result, FISA would still be a viable option even if the government intended to use the resulting intercepts not just to, say, turn a suspected spy into a double agent (a classic counterespionage technique), but also to prosecute that spy for espionage (the textbook law enforcement move). FISA also would still be a viable option even if the spies and cops talked to one another about their respective approaches to the case. Section 504 was even blunter; it provided that intelligence officials “may consult with Federal law enforcement officers to coordinate efforts” against national security threats.\textsuperscript{66} Many academics take a dim view of these changes, arguing that PATRIOT enables officials to engage in what I’m calling pretextual surveillance.\textsuperscript{67} The FISA court shared some of those concerns, but in 2002 the FISA court of review upheld the amended FISA against a constitutional challenge.\textsuperscript{68}

B. National Security Act of 1947

The National Security Act of 1947 represents another potentially significant barrier to information sharing. That landmark legislation, enacted in the wake of the Allied victory in World War II and with the Cold War faintly visible on the horizon, established the Central Intelligence Agency, granting it certain powers and denying it certain others. As relevant here, the CIA is denied any “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers or internal security functions.”\textsuperscript{69} That notoriously ambiguous prohibition could impede the agency’s efforts to share intelligence information with counterparts at the FBI or elsewhere in the law-enforcement community, and also to receive data from them in return.

At least two distinct policy judgments are reflected in the internal-security ban. The first might be called a firewall concern. The idea is that, while it might be appropriate for intelligence officials to use aggressive and unsavory techniques overseas, the government should not operate the same way in the domestic sphere. Intelligence is a dirty business. The enterprise involves breaking and entering, theft, eavesdropping on political leaders, kidnapping, unwitting application of mind-altering drugs, coercive interrogations, and the like – sometimes even murder and assassination. We might tolerate this sort of state-sanctioned violence if confined to faraway lands (though we might not). But no one thinks it should take place at home. Here,

\textsuperscript{65} USA PATRIOT Act § 218 (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 1804(a)(7)(B)). Section 203 of the PATRIOT Act eliminated two other statutory walls. It amended Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6(e) to authorize prosecutors to share grand jury information with various national-security players, and it amended the federal wiretap statute to authorize criminal investigators to share intercepts with various national-security players. See generally Jennifer M. Collins, And the Walls Came Tumbling Down: Sharing Grand Jury Information with the Intelligence Community Under the USA PATRIOT Act, 39 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1261, 1270–86 (2002)

\textsuperscript{66} USA PATRIOT Act § 504 (codified at __).

\textsuperscript{67} See, e.g., Banks, Secret Surveillance, supra note 26, at 1150; Erwin Chemerinsky, Losing Liberties: Applying a Foreign Intelligence Model to Domestic Law Enforcement, 51 UCLA L. REV. 1619, 1624-27 (2004); David Hardin, The Fuss over Two Small Words: The Unconstitutionality of the USA Patriot Act Amendments to FISA Under the Fourth Amendment, 71 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 291, __ (2003); George P. Varghese, A Sense of Purpose: The Role of Law Enforcement in Foreign Intelligence Surveillance, 152 U. PA. L. REV. 385, 386 (2003).

\textsuperscript{68} See In re: Sealed Case, 310 F.3d 717, __ (2002).

\textsuperscript{69} 50 U.S.C. § 403-4a(d)(1).
judicial checks on executive branch surveillance, seizures, and sanctions are the norm. The internal-security ban thus functions as a barrier, preventing the tainted (but perhaps necessary) world of foreign intelligence operations from bleeding over into and contaminating the relatively pristine domestic world.

Commentators often posit that Congress adopted the internal-security ban because it wanted to prevent the CIA from emulating the authoritarian German and Soviet intelligence systems. Memories of Nazi Germany’s notoriously ruthless police force – the Gestapo – were still fresh in 1947. More recent examples could be found behind the descending Iron Curtain, as Stalin began to export his special brand of police terror to his involuntary allies in Central and Eastern Europe. The standard account is true enough, but incomplete in one important respect: it doesn’t appear that Congress wanted to ban the use of aggressive intelligence techniques per se. It simply wanted to ban their use inside the United States. If Congress had the sweeping ambitions sometimes attributed to it, it could have fortified the CIA’s statutory charter with express restrictions on kidnapping, or assassination, or numerous other practices. It didn’t. Instead, it chose to rule them out in connection with internal security, leaving external security essentially as it found it. That suggests Congress may have been content to give the CIA relatively free rein to operate overseas. Congress didn’t care if the CIA was a “rogue elephant,” as long as it was stampeding America’s enemies rather than her citizens.

The ban on internal-security functions serves a second policy value as well – preventing government officials from doing an end run around legal limits on domestic surveillance. This is identical to the FISA wall’s pretext rationale discussed above. (Again, this anti-pretext provision also preserves the privacy interests of persons subject to surveillance. A good deal more will be said about privacy below.) If the CIA had internal security responsibilities, investigators might engage in pretextual surveillance – i.e., wiretaps whose superficial purpose is to collect information for intelligence purposes, but whose true objective is to gather evidence for use in a garden-variety criminal investigation. The internal security prohibition makes it harder for law-enforcement officials to commission pretextual wiretaps. Because the CIA is statutorily barred from mounting certain kinds of domestic operations – and perhaps even from sharing information concerning certain domestic operations – there are fewer opportunities for officials to evade the ordinary restrictive rules that govern criminal investigations. (The seal isn’t watertight; Executive Order 12333 authorizes the CIA to undertake a variety of domestic operations, such as protecting agency facilities and personnel against various threats.)


71 See supra notes 58 to 64 and accompanying text.

72 See infra Parts II.D, III.D.

73 See Exec. Order 12,333 § 1.8(h).
How does the 1947 act give concrete form to these firewall and pretext policy concerns? Badly. The terms of the statutory prohibition on “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers or internal security functions” are notoriously ambiguous. In 1976, the Church Committee called the provision “confusing and ill-defined.” Modern observers haven’t been much kinder. One scholar berates Congress for “failing to use clear and unambiguous language restricting internal operations by the CIA,” and even the agency’s former general counsel confesses that “the limits on what the CIA can and cannot do are not clear.” Nor has the judiciary offered much assistance: “Courts have generally eschewed clear definitions and parameters on CIA domestic activity.” Because of its indeterminacy, the 1947 act is amenable to any number of competing interpretations. A strict reading of “internal security,” championed by some, would exclude the CIA from virtually any domestic responsibilities whatsoever. The flexible reading favored by others would preserve at least some domestic responsibilities for the agency.

Who’s right? The answer matters a great deal. Depending on how it’s interpreted, the internal-security ban could impose severe restrictions on information sharing between the CIA and the FBI and other domestic entities. To be sure, the agency and bureau don’t need a statute to keep them from swapping data; as bitter bureaucratic rivals, they will have strong incentives to keep their information to themselves. Yet legal restrictions can make matters worse.

For instance, the 1947 act conceivably could prevent the FBI and CIA from mounting joint investigations of global terrorist groups. Imagine a terrorist outfit whose members are based overseas but who occasionally travel to the United States to raise money, case targets, and conduct operations; the group has both a domestic and an international presence. The bureau and agency might want to divide the labor: The CIA would surveil targets when they are abroad, the FBI would surveil any targets who happen to be within the United States, and they would hand off the baton as targets cross the border. The two agencies then would share their respective surveillance take with each other. (This is an example of how information sharing can reduce the need for redundant collection efforts, thereby promoting efficiency.) The 1947 act might forbid the data exchange on which this sort of collaboration depends.

Consider the flow of information from the CIA to FBI. The FBI isn’t just responsible for domestic intelligence; it’s also the nation’s preeminent law-enforcement agency. That means the bureau may want to use a given piece of information for intelligence purposes, but it also may

---
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want to use the same data in criminal proceedings; the information is “dual use.” Suppose the CIA hands the FBI intelligence information it collected overseas. If the bureau intends to use it in a criminal prosecution, CIA becomes an active participant in the collection of evidence for use at trial.84 The CIA effectively operates as the FBI’s agent, exercising something like a delegated power to collect evidence of criminal activity. Does that count as the exercise of a “law enforcement power[]” within the meaning of the 1947 act? The case that it does is by no means frivolous. Similar problems are evident when information flows in the opposite direction. May the bureau give the CIA its dual-use information – i.e., data that was gathered partly for law-enforcement purposes? CIA’s receipt of the data makes it a direct beneficiary of a core law-enforcement function – collecting evidence of criminal wrongdoing – and that could be seen as participation in the exercise of a “law enforcement power[].”

Even worse, the FBI’s intentions may not be clear, and they may evolve over time. This is in essence a retroactivity problem. At the moment the CIA and the bureau swap information, the two agencies may intend for it to be used only for intelligence purposes. But at some point the FBI might decide that the most effective way to proceed against a particular terrorist is to charge him with a crime. The guidelines that govern FBI operations recognize that these categories are fluid:

[T]he FBI’s information gathering activities [need not] be differentially labeled as “criminal investigations,” “national security investigations,” or “foreign intelligence collections,” or that the categories of FBI personnel who carry out investigations be segregated from each other based on the subject areas in which they operate. Rather, all of the FBI’s legal authorities are available for deployment in all cases to which they apply to protect the public from crimes and threats to the national security and to further the United States’ foreign intelligence objectives.85

An investigation that began life looking like an intelligence matter could reach maturity looking like a criminal matter, and vice versa. As a result, data exchange that was entirely unrelated to the criminal law when it took place could be retroactively converted, thanks to the FBI’s latter-day shift in emphasis, into law enforcement activity that violates the 1947 act.

The National Security Act could impede sharing in another way, too: by preventing the CIA from participating in operations to capture suspected terrorists abroad and bring them to the United States to stand trial. The agency sometimes helps apprehend terrorists and others wanted by the FBI. In the late 1990s, the CIA crafted a plan to kidnap Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan; the Saudi was under indictment in the Southern District of New York for al Qaeda’s 1998 bombing of two American embassies in East Africa, and a CIA snatch job would be the first step in bringing the terror master to justice.86 CIA taking bin Laden into custody might count as “law

---

84 Depending on the arrangement, the FBI might be barred from using CIA-originated information in criminal proceedings without CIA’s permission. Information-sharing agreements between agencies (or between nations) often include ORCON restrictions – that is, “originator controls” – that bar recipients from using the data in particular ways unless the originator consents. See LOWENTHAL, supra note 16, at 154.


86 See WRIGHT, supra note 2, at __.
enforcement” within the meaning of the 1947 act: The agency essentially would be functioning as the FBI’s delegate, performing the core law-enforcement function of apprehending a fugitive so he can be brought before a court. The 1947 act similarly might rule out information sharing about such apprehensions. Suppose the FBI captures bin Laden itself after being tipped off by CIA analysts that he’s hiding out at his Tarnak Farms compound in Afghanistan. Is it “law enforcement” for the CIA to share information it knows the FBI will use in connection with a criminal prosecution? What if, at the time of the capture, the government hasn’t decided what it will do with bin Laden once he’s in custody? Criminal prosecution is an obvious option, but it’s not the only one; bin Laden might be held in military custody, or held by the CIA for interrogation. Does the mere possibility of criminal proceedings convert CIA’s information sharing into “law enforcement” in violation of the 1947 act?

Again, the point is not that CIA’s statutory charter clearly rules out these sorts of information-sharing arrangements. It doesn’t. The scope of the ban on “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers or internal security functions” isn’t a model of clarity, and it’s far from certain which types of data exchange are permitted and which are forbidden. But that isn’t a point in the statute’s favor. Mere ambiguity can be enough to dissuade government officials from sharing information with one another, as they worry about whether doing so would land their agencies – or themselves – in hot water.

C. Posse Comitatus Act

The Posse Comitatus Act is a second possible source of information sharing limits. Originally enacted in 1878, the act makes it a crime for anyone “willfully [to] use[] any part of the Army or the Air Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws” except “in cases and under circumstances expressly authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress.” Posse comitatus refers to the common law power of a sheriff to “summon [t]he entire population of a county above the age of 15 . . . as to aid him in keeping the peace, in pursuing and arresting felons.” The Posse Comitatus Act is one of the more venerated laws in the U.S. Code. From an information-sharing standpoint, it’s also one of the more vexing; its strict but ambiguous limits could interfere with the exchange of data between law enforcement authorities and the armed forces.

87 Section 905 of the USA PATRIOT Act might permit some of these information sharing initiatives, but it isn’t a slam dunk. That statute amends the 1947 act by generally providing that “the Attorney General, or the head of any other department or agency of the Federal Government with law enforcement responsibilities, shall expeditiously disclose to the Director of Central Intelligence . . . foreign intelligence acquired by an element of the Department of Justice or an element of such department or agency, as the case may be, in the course of a criminal investigation.” USA PATRIOT Act § 905. But section 905 has its limits. First, it doesn’t authorize bilateral data exchange; it only permits sharing in one direction, from the law-enforcement world to the CIA. It therefore wouldn’t override any restriction in the 1947 act on CIA sending information to counterparts at law-enforcement agencies. Second, and more importantly, section 905 only permits sharing “[e]xcept as otherwise prohibited by law.” That reservation clause might maintain any information-sharing limits required by CIA’s statutory charter.


89 See supra note 49 and accompanying text.


The Posse Comitatus Act vindicates two distinct policy values. The first is the familiar *firewall* concern – the notion that some national-security operations ought not to be attempted in certain contexts even if they’re unobjectionable in other settings. The second might be called a *republicanism* concern – i.e., the longstanding American determination to preserve representative self-government, in part by securing civilian control of the armed forces. I do not argue that firewall and republicanism values were at the top of Congress’s list of priorities when it passed the Posse Comitatus Act. To the contrary, the historical evidence suggests that the Reconstruction Congress enacted the legislation for odiously racist reasons.92 (The states of the former Confederacy objected to the use of federal troops to guarantee freedmen the right to vote and generally to prevent election fraud. In 1878 they managed to persuade the rest of Congress to enact their preferences into law.93) Whatever its origins, however, the Posse Comitatus Act today has come to stand for these two policy concerns.

Consider firewall principles first. The Posse Comitatus Act reflects the notion that the armed forces – more precisely, the Army and the Air Force (the act doesn’t mention the Navy or Marines, though the Defense Department applies it to them as a matter of policy94) – should be kept separate from the world of law enforcement. The act thus serves to insulate criminal investigations from the more violent practices and rules of engagement that characterize military operations. This firewall concern is similar to the rationale for Congress’s decision in the National Security Act of 1947 largely to exclude CIA from domestic operations. But there’s a subtle difference. The 1947 act draws both a *geographic* line of demarcation (CIA may operate overseas but not in the United States) and a *functional* one (CIA may engage in intelligence but not law enforcement). Posse Comitatus, by contrast, draws only a *functional* line. The armed forces may undertake military functions but they may not assume law enforcement responsibilities.

The underlying insight is that soldiers and cops have fundamentally different missions. The soldier’s job is to kill the enemy; the cop’s is to enforce the law. The military subdues enemy forces through overwhelming violence. Law enforcement doesn’t have “enemies”; instead, officers encounter presumptively innocent fellow citizens who are entitled to a full panoply of constitutional rights, both substantive and procedural.95 Another important difference

---


has to do with the permissibility of force. The default rule for soldiers on the battlefield is that they are entitled to use force, even deadly force. The default rule for cops on the beat is the opposite; they may use deadly force only in extreme circumstances, as when a suspect threatens the life of a police officer or a bystander. Battlefield rules of engagement seek to maximize military effectiveness; the rules governing criminal investigations seek to constrain, to prevent officers from investigating, arresting, and detaining too aggressively. The Posse Comitatus Act thus prevents military mores and practices – which are entirely justified on the battlefield – from contaminating the separate world of civilian law enforcement with its very different priorities and balancing of equities.

The firewall’s benefits run in both directions. Keeping soldiers from enforcing the law doesn’t just protect civilians, it also protects the military. If the armed forces assume routine law-enforcement responsibilities, their scarce resources will be diverted away from their core mission of fighting wars. There’s also a more immediate risk that law-enforcement responsibilities will blunt the military’s combat readiness. In training for and performing police functions, soldiers may begin to acquire some of the institutional cop culture of caution and scrupulous legalism. And that could come at the cost of military effectiveness. “If military personnel are trained to overcome their ‘shoot to kill’ orientation, they may sacrifice their sharpness as soldiers.”

The second value served by the Posse Comitatus Act is republicanism. The act reinforces America’s basic commitment to representative self government and its concomitant aversion to military rule. The founding generation’s apprehensions about standing armies are well known and needn’t be rehearsed at length here. For John Adams, the Boston Massacre was the inevitable result of the Crown’s decision to station Redcoats in the city center and charge them with enforcing civil laws: “[S]oldiers quartered in a populous town, will always occasion two mobs, where they prevent one.—They are wretched conservators of the peace!” A more specific formulation of this concern is that the military shouldn’t wield any influence in civilian matters; the Supreme Court has averted to the “traditional and strong resistance of Americans to
any military intrusion into civilian affairs.”102 More specific still is the principle that the military should play no role in the enforcement of civil laws.103

Posse Comitatus helps promote the republican value of self-government by reducing the likelihood that civilian authorities will lose control over the military. The act excludes the armed forces from making even minimal inroads into the world of civilian law enforcement for fear that such a beachhead could eventually cause the military to gain a measure of independence – or even lead to outright military rule. In other words, the act aims at preventing the nation from taking the first, tentative steps down a slippery slope toward a coup. It’s jarring to read those words. Today, two centuries into the American experiment, with our tradition of civilian control of the military firmly established, the chances that the armed forces might take control of the government are vanishingly small, probably even nonexistent. But in 1878, with memories of the Civil War and its attendant military courts, military governors, and other incidents of military rule still fresh, anxieties about the long-run viability of republican self-government must have been acute.

The act helps preserve republicanism in a second – and more practical – way. It keeps the military from exerting undue influence in domestic policy debates. The general public – and, derivatively, elected officials – might defer to the armed forces because of the stratospherically high esteem in which they are held. In a June 2009 Gallup poll, fully 82 percent of adults reported having “a great deal” or “quite a lot” of confidence in the military. The military scored 15 points higher than the next most popular choice (small business, weighing in at 67 percent), and it trounced such also-rans as the presidency (51 percent), the Supreme Court (39 percent), and Congress (17 percent!).104 It’s conceivable that some citizens might embrace the armed forces’ policy views, not so much because they independently conclude that those preferences are sound, but because their respect for soldiers is so great they’re simply willing to take the military’s word for it. The Posse Comitatus Act helps prevent that preference substitution by keeping the military from forming (at least some) domestic policy preferences in the first place. That is, the act keeps the military from developing an institutional perspective on the law-enforcement issues it demarcates as out of bounds. Voters and civilian political leaders thus remain relatively free to deliberate over questions of law-enforcement policy without deferring excessively to the military’s preferences.

The Posse Comitatus Act gives concrete form to these general principles through a deceptively simple directive: “Whoever, except in cases and under circumstances expressly
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authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress, willfully uses any part of the Army or the Air
Force as a posse comitatus or otherwise to execute the laws shall be fined under this title or
imprisoned not more than two years, or both.” The act is plagued by ambiguity. Some
commentators say the act bars a fairly wide range of conduct,106 while others think it doesn’t rule
out much at all.107 How to construe the act is of more than academic interest, because criminal
penalties await those who violate it. No one has ever been prosecuted under the act,108 but
uncertainty about its scope and the mere threat of criminal sanctions can deter military officials
from taking actions that may well be lawful.109

Of particular interest here, it remains unclear to what extent Posse Comitatus allows law-
enforcement officials and military officers to share information with one another. Indeed, in part
because of the act, military brass appear to be exceedingly reluctant to share information with
their colleagues in law-enforcement agencies.110 A series of hypotheticals should help illustrate
why.

Imagine that al Qaeda carries out a catastrophic terrorist attack – say a cell of operatives
detonates explosives at a Midwestern shopping mall during the Christmas rush, collapsing the
structure and killing hundreds of shoppers. The FBI will play a leading role in the investigation,
and it may want to use various military assets. For instance, the bureau might ask the Pentagon
to provide it with overhead imagery of the attack site, either from satellites or from Air Force
reconnaissance aircraft; a bird’s-eye view of the blast pattern might reveal some clues about the
attack’s origins. Or it might give samples of explosives residue to the Army for forensic
analysis; Army experts might be able to shed some light on the type of materiel used in the
attack, where it can be obtained, even the possible identity of the perpetrators. Or the local FBI
field commander might ask a counterpart in the U.S. Northern Command for tactical advice on
how to most effectively quarantine the attack site and manage access to the rubble.

May the armed forces share this sort of information with the FBI? In other words, does it
count as “otherwise . . . execut[ing] the laws” within the meaning of the Posse Comitatus Act
for the military to give imagery, forensic analysis, and other types of information to a law

105 See Linda Demaine & Brian Rosen, Process Dangers of Military Involvement in Civil Law Enforcement: Rectifying the Posse Comitatus Act, 9 N.Y.U. J. L. & PUB. POL’Y 167, 170 (2005); Felicetti & Luce, supra note 92, at 88; Tkacz, supra note 102, at 309.
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enforcement agency like the bureau? The leading federal cases interpreting the act – a quartet of decisions arising out of the Wounded Knee siege in the 1970s – send mixed signals.  

On February 27, 1973, a group of armed men calling themselves the American Indian Movement seized control of Wounded Knee, a town in the southwest corner of South Dakota. Federal law-enforcement and military personnel quickly cordoned off the town, and the two sides maintained an uneasy standoff for 71 days, occasionally exchanging gunfire. During the siege, the armed forces occasionally passed intelligence information to on-site law-enforcement officials (mostly imagery taken from reconnaissance planes); they also offered tactical advice, such as tips on how to bring the standoff to a favorable outcome with minimum bloodshed. A number of the gunmen eventually found themselves in the dock facing a variety of federal criminal charges. The defendants’ strategy was to deny that they had committed the crime of interfering with a “law enforcement officer lawfully engaged in the lawful performance of his official duties,” because the military’s involvement at Wounded Knee violated the Posse Comitatus Act and thus rendered the officers’ actions unlawful.

Two judges agreed. United States v. Jamarillo held that the soldiers had so “perva[sively]” assisted the cops that there was a reasonable doubt whether the law-enforcement officers were lawfully engaged in the lawful performance of their duties. One of the things the Jamarillo court cited as an example of impermissible military involvement was giving tactical advice to law-enforcement officials – a form of information sharing. Similarly, in United States v. Banks, the court found that the “totality of the evidence” suggested that the military’s involvement at Wounded Knee crossed the line into a Posse Comitatus violation (though it did not identify specific acts that offended the statute). Two other judges saw things differently. United States v. Red Feather held that only the “direct active use” of soldiers to enforce the law violates the Posse Comitatus Act. Nothing short of that – including the military’s behind-the-scenes assistance at Wounded Knee – is permissible. Likewise, United States v. McArthur held that the information sharing and other forms of assistance didn’t offend the
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Posse Comitatus Act, because the armed forces didn’t subject citizens to military power that was “regulatory, proscriptive, or compulsory.”

Given these precedents, may the military share satellite imagery, forensics analysis, tactical advice, and other types of information with the FBI in the wake of a domestic terrorist attack? Under Jamarillo and Banks, that may well violate Posse Comitatus. Under Red Feather and McArthur, it probably doesn’t. That uncertainty may be enough to keep the armed forces from swapping data with the bureau; risk averse officials may decide that the safest bet is to avoid any conduct that even arguably violates the act – especially since a Posse Comitatus violation is a crime that could land one in jail.

Of course, Congress is free to carve out exceptions to Posse Comitatus, and it has done so on a number of occasions. The legality of information sharing is complicated by a 1981 exception intended to promote military cooperation with criminal investigations of narcotics trafficking in the Caribbean; it provides that “[t]he Secretary of Defense may . . . provide . . . civilian law enforcement officials any information collected during the normal course of military training or operations.” The idea seems to be that the armed forces may share intelligence with law enforcement if they just so happen to come across it in the ordinary course of business, but they may not – and this is key – share intelligence they have deliberately set out to collect on law enforcement’s behalf. The 1981 amendment thus reflects something like the “plain view” doctrine from Fourth Amendment law. Let’s return to our hypothetical attack. It’s unclear whether overhead imagery, forensic analysis, and other intelligence provided by the armed forces to the FBI would count as “collected during the normal course of military training or operations.” In this scenario, as is likely to be the case in the real world, the military is actively partnering with law enforcement. The cops are not mere passive recipients of whatever the military chooses to send them; they are collaborating to ensure that military collection meets the FBI’s needs. That active role for law enforcement in determining the armed forces’
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intelligence activities may remove the resulting intelligence take from the murky category of
“normal . . . military operations” and place it squarely in the realm of “otherwise . . . execut[ing]
the laws.”

Even more vexing line-drawing problems can arise. Consider the complications that
result from the fact that the FBI is a hybrid entity that combines both law-enforcement
responsibilities with domestic-intelligence functions. Roughly speaking, the bureau has two
options for how to handle our hypothetical mall bombing: through a criminal investigation or an
intelligence investigation. Which tack the FBI takes could make a big difference to the Posse
Comitatus analysis. If the armed forces share information with bureau personnel who are
treating the attack primarily as an intelligence matter, the act’s strictures may not be implicated.
But what if the military shares the very same information with the very same FBI personnel
when the latter are engaged in a criminal investigation? That may well count as “execut[ing] the
laws”; the armed forces would be gathering information, probably at the FBI’s direction, that is
specifically intended to be used as evidence in subsequent criminal proceedings. Military
officers thus could find themselves criminally liable under the Posse Comitatus Act because of
how the FBI chooses to use the information it receives. Perversely, what would trigger liability
wouldn’t be the military’s own actions, but the actions of the recipient agency.

Even worse, the character of the FBI’s investigation may not be readily apparent, and it
may even change over time; retroactivity problems can occur here, too. In the immediate
aftermath of the attack, it’s unlikely that the bureau will have decided whether to put the matter
on the criminal track or the intelligence track. It will want to keep its options open. Indeed, one
of the principal aims of the early stages of the investigation will be to learn enough about the
attack to decide whether it warrants treatment as a garden-variety crime or whether it’s
significant enough to be treated as an intelligence matter. This is the stage of the investigation
when the military’s assets will prove most helpful to the FBI. But it’s also the stage when the
investigation’s character – is it criminal or is it intelligence? – is most difficult to pin down. That
ambiguity increases the likelihood that the armed forces will sit on the sidelines just when their
resources are needed the most. Why take a chance and risk two years in jail? Now suppose the
FBI initially decides to treat the attack as an intelligence matter, but after receiving information
from the armed forces it changes its mind and opens a criminal investigation. At the time the
sharing took place, it had no connection to a law enforcement investigation and thus was lawful
under the Posse Comitatus Act. Now? It’s hard to say. Sharing that was once lawful could
become retroactively unlawful due to the bureau’s about-face. (The Constitution’s ex post facto
clause may well bar the retroactive imposition of criminal liability for data exchange that was
lawful at the time it took place.)

Up to this point we’ve only considered data flowing in one direction – from the armed
forces to law enforcement. What about sharing in the opposite direction? Might the Posse
Comitatus Act restrict the FBI from sharing data collected in the course of a criminal
investigation with the military? Suppose prosecutors discover through grand jury testimony that
the mall bombing was carried out by an al Qaeda cell that trained at a previously unknown camp
in Yemen. May they alert the military in the hopes that the armed forces will raze the camp?

132 See supra note 85 and accompanying text.
This sort of transaction isn’t covered by the 1981 amendment. That exception only authorizes sharing from soldiers to cops; it is silent on sharing from cops to soldiers. “The Secretary of Defense may . . . provide . . . civilian law enforcement officials any information collected during the normal course of military training or operations.”\(^{133}\) The 1981 legislation thus may have something like an expressio unis effect, ruling out data exchange between the military and law enforcement that is not expressly authorized. Congress’s decision to allow certain kinds of sharing implies a deliberate decision to preclude all other kinds. The question then becomes whether, in Posse Comitatus terms, the armed forces “execute the laws” when they use in military operations data that was gathered for law enforcement reasons. Information that originally was collected for law enforcement purposes conceivably might retain that character even when passed on to different government officials who mean to use it for different (though related) purposes. This kind of exchange isn’t obviously unlawful, but it doesn’t have to be. For a government official looking at a two-year jail term, legal uncertainty may be enough to deter information sharing.

D. Privacy Act

Most commentators agree that the Privacy Act of 1974 doesn’t impose meaningful limits on the ability of intelligence agencies to share information with one another. While the act sweepingly bars officials from disclosing covered records without the data subject’s consent,\(^ {134}\) it’s riddled with loopholes that give agencies fairly wide latitude to exchange data. Or so the story goes. In reality, the Privacy Act’s exemptions aren’t as gaping as is commonly supposed, and the act – especially its requirement that any “routine” disclosure of data from one agency to another must be “compatible” with the purpose for which it originally was collected\(^ {135}\) – could saddle officials with serious sharing restrictions.

At the risk of stating the obvious, the Privacy Act promotes individual privacy. The statute vindicates both aspects of privacy discussed above – privacy as freedom from the government observing personal facts about oneself, and privacy as the ability autonomously to control the manner in which one’s information is presented to others.\(^ {136}\) The Privacy Act – Congress’s first systematic effort to protect the privacy of personal information against government intrusions – was passed because of anxiety about fast-moving technological developments. Computer-based systems were being deployed, both in government and in the private sector, that were capable of storing, indexing, and retrieving previously unimaginable troves of data, and Congress grew increasingly worried about the baleful consequences of these new technologies for individual privacy.\(^ {137}\)

\(^{133}\) 10 U.S.C. § 371 (emphasis added).

\(^{134}\) 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b).

\(^{135}\) See 5 U.S.C. § 552a(7).

\(^{136}\) See supra notes 42 to 46 and accompanying text.

\(^{137}\) See, e.g., S. REP. NO. 1183, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (“[T]he creation of formal or de facto national data banks, or of centralized Federal information systems without certain statutory guarantees would . . . threaten . . . the values of privacy and confidentiality in the administrative process.”); see also James P. Nehf, Recognizing the Societal Value in Information Privacy, 78 WASH. L. REV. 1, 35 (2003).
The Privacy Act addresses that concern in a number of concrete ways. Its most significant feature is its sweeping requirement that “[n]o agency shall disclose any record which is contained in a system of records by any means of communication to any person, or to another agency, except pursuant to a written request by, or with the prior written consent of, the individual to whom the record pertains.” Congress reportedly saw this nondisclosure requirement as “one of the most important, if not the most important, of the bill.” The act contains a number of exceptions to its general prohibition on unconsented sharing of personal data, exceptions that are said to swallow the rule. By far the most important is the exemption that allows records to be shared for a “routine use.” Under this provision, an agency is allowed to disclose a covered record to other officials if two hurdles are cleared. First, the “use of such record [must be] for a purpose which is compatible with the purpose for which it was collected”; second, the agency must publish a notice in the Federal Register.

The conventional wisdom is that, thanks to these and other loopholes, the act does an exceptionally poor job of protecting individual privacy. The act has been described as “less protective of privacy than may first appear” and “weak and ineffectual by today’s standards.” And those are the favorable reviews. Others say the Privacy Act is either “a paper tiger,” or “purely hortatory” and “entirely ineffective,” or little more than “a procedural notice statute, rather than a safeguard against government invasion of individual privacy.”

There’s also widespread agreement that the act doesn’t prevent intelligence agencies from swapping data. The Markle Foundation’s task force on information policy and national security confidently predicted that “future government initiatives promoting increased interagency information sharing to protect national security will meet with little resistance” from the Privacy
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Academic commentators agree. “Certainly,” one article intones, “this allows all agencies involved in counterterrorism to share information.”

The Privacy Act’s exemptions may be fairly broad, but they don’t give agencies anything like carte blanche to exchange intelligence with one another. Even the much maligned routine use exemption may prohibit a great deal of information sharing. To be sure, some courts interpret the compatibility requirement fairly weakly. But others regard compatibility as a significant hurdle. Routine use could prove a meaningful constraint on data exchange under this latter approach.

The most restrictive readings come from the Third and Ninth Circuits. In *Britt v. Naval Investigative Service*, the defendant agency disclosed information about a Marine Corps reservist to his employer, the Immigration and Naturalization Service; Britt was the subject of a criminal investigation and the NIS believed the INS “might find it relevant to have information suggesting [his] lack of integrity.” The court found the disclosure impermissible, holding that mere “relevance” does not satisfy the routine use exemption’s compatibility requirement. “Congress limited interagency disclosures to more restrictive circumstances,” it explained. “There must be a more concrete relationship or similarity, some meaningful degree of convergence, between the disclosing agency’s purpose in gathering the information and in its disclosure.” Under the Third Circuit’s approach, records that one agency gathers for law enforcement purposes may not be shared with another agency even if they concededly would be relevant to the latter’s mission. The Ninth Circuit took a similar tack in *Swenson v. U.S. Postal Service*. The plaintiff, a mail carrier in California, wrote letters to a Senator and Congressman alleging that her postmaster was deliberately undercounting rural mail routes. In response to inquiries from those officeholders, the Postal Service revealed that the plaintiff had filed a sex discrimination complaint with the EEOC. The court ruled that the disclosure (the purpose of which was to respond to a congressional inquiry) was not compatible with the purpose for which the information was collected (namely, “to adjudicate complaints of alleged discrimination and to evaluate the effectiveness of the EEO program”). Citing the Third Circuit’s ruling in *Britt*, the court emphasized that “compatibility requires more than mere relevance.”
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157 *Id.* at 1078; *see also* Covert v. Harrington, 876 F.2d 751, 755 (9th Cir. 1989). There are some indications that Congress preferred a restrictive understanding of the compatibility requirement. The House version of the bill would have allowed agencies to disclose records pursuant to a routine use; the Senate rejected such an exemption for
No so the D.C. Circuit, which takes a more flexible view of routine use. In *U.S. Postal Service v. National Association of Letter Carriers*, the court held that the compatibility requirement did not bar the Postal Service from complying with an arbitration award directing it to turn over employee information to the union. The court reasoned that, “in common usage, the word ‘compatible’ means simply ‘capable of existing together without discord or disharmony.’” It therefore concluded that disclosures are only impermissible if they would undermine the agency’s reasons for collecting the data in the first place. “[S]o long as a proposed disclosure would not actually frustrate the purposes for which the information was gathered, [the compatibility] requirement would be met. Only in rare cases would disclosure run afoul of such a dictate.” The court went on specifically to reject the Third Circuit’s reasoning in *Britt*, partly because such a restrictive understanding “would forbid an agency from disclosing information pursuant to a routine use unless its purpose in disclosure would be virtually identical to its purpose in gathering the information in the first place.” For the D.C. Circuit, routine use isn’t much of a limit on interagency information sharing.

Many types of information sharing would be impermissible under the Third and Ninth Circuits’ strict reading of compatibility. Consider two examples. First, U.S. Customs and Border Protection collects basic information about container ships transporting goods to the U.S. – e.g., the names of the crew, previous ports of call, the owners of the vessels, the owners of the cargo, and so on. The agency uses this data to identify vessels that might be carrying contraband, such as illegal narcotics or counterfeit goods that infringe various intellectual property rights. Suppose Customs wants to hand over its records to the National Security Agency. It reasons that, if analyzing vessel data is a good way to detect contraband, it may also be a good way to detect al Qaeda operatives trying to sneak into the country. And it knows that the NSA’s analytical capabilities are more advanced than its own. Would NSA’s use of the records for counterterrorism purposes be compatible with the purposes for which Customs

fear that agencies would abuse it. The compromise was to retain the House’s routine use exemption while adding the compatibility requirement to limit agency discretion to transfer information. See Coles, supra note 148, at 976-78. Later, various members of Congress would reiterate their understanding that the compatibility requirement had some bite. See, e.g., H.R. REP. NO. 927, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 67 (1990):

Agencies proceed on the apparent belief that any disclosure can be authorized as long as a routine use has been established in accordance with the Privacy Act’s procedures. This is a distortion of the law. There must be a connection between the purpose of the disclosure and the purpose for which the information was collected. In absence of a sufficient nexus between those two purposes, an agency cannot create routine uses simply because a disclosure would be convenient or to avoid the procedural requirements established in [the nondisclosure provision] of the Privacy Act.
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originally compiled them – namely, to detect knockoff Jackie Chan DVDs and Mickey Mouse dolls stuffed with heroin? A court following Britt might conclude that there’s a fundamental difference between using data to screen for contraband and using data to screen for suspected terrorists: There’s no “concrete relationship,” “similarity,” or “meaningful degree of convergence” between screening for goods and screening for people;163, the two purposes aren’t “virtually identical.”164

Second, the Environmental Protection Agency collects information about factories and other sources of air pollution, such as the names of facility owners, contact information for managers, and emissions levels. It does so to enforce the Clean Air Act – e.g., to determine whether regulated entities are emitting pollutants without the requisite permits, to assess whether a given source’s emissions exceed its permitted allotment, and so on. Suppose the EPA wants to share its records with Homeland Security. DHS thinks the data will come in handy for a number of its counterterrorism responsibilities – to help assess the vulnerability of the nation’s critical infrastructure to terrorist attacks, to determine the likely consequences for the surrounding areas of a terrorist attack on a plant, and to inform its decisions about which parts of the country should receive preparedness grants. Would DHS’s terrorism related use of the records be compatible with the EPA’s enforcement related reasons for collecting them in the first place? Again, the answer is far from obvious. A court may reason that there’s no nexus between using factory data to limit the amount of sulfur dioxide released into the atmosphere, on the one hand, and using it to prevent terrorist attacks, on the other.

Agencies may be especially reluctant to push the information sharing envelope because of the penalties that can be assessed for disclosing records in violation of the Privacy Act. The act does not impose sanctions, criminal or otherwise, on individual officers who violate its terms. But it does allow a person injured by an unlawful disclosure to bring a civil action for money damages against the offending agency. To be sure, the penalties are fairly modest. An offending agency is only on the hook for the “actual damages” sustained, not punitive damages or any resulting emotional damages – a far cry from the prospect of jail time under the Posse Comitatus Act. Even so, the existence of penalties, however slight, for unlawful disclosures may be enough to deter intelligence agencies from exchanging data they otherwise would have been willing to share.168

III. RECALIBRATING THE LAW AND POLICY OF INFORMATION SHARING

Is it possible to expand information sharing without doing violence to pretext, firewall, republicanism, and privacy values? And is it possible to preserve those principles without
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unduly restricting information sharing? In general, yes to both. Congress had good reasons to enact the National Security Act, the Posse Comitatus Act, and the Privacy Act. But the laws are overbroad; they extend beyond the harmful conduct Congress sought to prohibit and have the potential to restrict entirely innocent information sharing. When considering how to accommodate these competing concerns, it will be useful to consult the insights of rational choice theory – the notion that government officials act to maximize their respective interests.169 Looking beyond the four corners of the law enables us to weigh the effects that various legal requirements have on incentives within military, intelligence, and law enforcement agencies. Harnessing these incentives can help reconcile the goods of information sharing, privacy, republicanism, and the like, in ways that the blunt instrument of the law by itself cannot.

As I will argue, it’s unlikely that the CIA and FBI will collaborate on pretextual surveillance. The CIA will have strong incentives to decline requests by its bureaucratic rival to collect evidence for use in criminal proceedings, because doing so would harm the CIA’s own interests. Similarly, sharing probably won’t produce firewall harms under the 1947 act or the Posse Comitatus Act. Data exchange can actually vindicate firewall values by mitigating agencies’ incentives to use aggressive intelligence and military techniques in inappropriate spheres. Republicanism concerns – the notion that the armed forces must always be subordinate to civilian authorities – don’t justify sharing restrictions; the potential harms are either too unlikely to materialize or too slight. Finally, information sharing may preserve privacy values more effectively than a categorical bar on data exchange; sharing can reduce agencies’ incentives to engage in duplicative rounds of privacy-eroding surveillance.

A. Pretext Concerns

Like the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, the National Security Act of 1947 – which prohibits CIA from exercising any “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers” or performing any “internal security functions”170 – embodies pretext concerns. The act tries to keep law-enforcement officers from commissioning CIA officials (whether explicitly or, more likely, with a wink and a nudge) to collect the evidence they seek under the comparatively relaxed legal standards that apply to intelligence operations. Maintaining the legal limits on domestic surveillance is a worthwhile goal, but the risk that the FBI will task the CIA with pretextual surveillance seems fairly low. The CIA will have strong incentives to resist the bureau’s efforts to goad it into collecting evidence for use in criminal proceedings; officials will fear that engaging in surveillance on behalf of their rival will enhance the FBI’s welfare at the expense of their own. The CIA is likely to decline the bureau’s invitations for a more immediate reason as well: Such surveillance runs afoul of the 1947 act. In short, it isn’t necessary to restrict data exchange between the FBI and CIA in an effort to prevent improper tasking, because the CIA’s pursuit of its institutional interests typically will accomplish the same result.

169 See, e.g., O’Connell, supra note 25 (developing rational choice framework to explain actions of intelligence agencies); Sales, supra note 9 (same); AMY B. ZEGART, SPYING BLIND 139 (2007) (same). See generally WILLIAM A. NISKANEN, JR., BUREAUCRACY AND REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT (1971) (developing public choice account of administrative agency action); JAMES Q. WILSON, BUREAUCRACY (2d ed. 2000) (same).

Information sharing presents a risk that intelligence and law-enforcement agencies might collaborate in ways that enable the latter to avoid some of the legal limits on their ability to collect evidence in criminal investigations. The problem is that it can be difficult to determine the precise reasons why two agencies are swapping data with one another. A sharing arrangement between the FBI and CIA might be completely above board; the two may be running a joint operation in which the CIA conducts surveillance overseas, the FBI conducts surveillance at home, and the resulting intercepts are exchanged throughout both agencies. Or such sharing might strike at the heart of the pretext concerns embodied in the 1947 act; the FBI may have commissioned the CIA to act as its evidence-gathering surrogate, with the latter now dutifully reporting what it has found. From the standpoint of an outside observer, it won’t always be apparent whether a given sharing arrangement is innocuous or sinister. It’s an evidentiary problem; data exchange that raises profound pretext problems will look quite similar to data exchange that is entirely innocent.

An information sharing wall between the FBI and CIA is unnecessary because the two are unlikely to collaborate on pretextual surveillance. The agency and the bureau have spent decades waging a fierce turf war, and CIA won’t be eager to come to the aid of its interagency rival. Part of the explanation for this intense rivalry is that CIA spies and FBI cops produce competing “goods” – the agencies represent two radically different options for how to deal with national security threats. Generally speaking, criminal investigators at the FBI will want to use the standard tools of criminal law to neutralize a given terrorist – indict him for the crimes he has committed, try him, convict him, and incarcerate (or execute) him. CIA officials will want to treat the terrorist as an intelligence asset – question him to find out if he knows about plans to strike the U.S., try to turn him into a double agent who can be used to feed misinformation back to al Qaeda, and so on.

This rivalry will give the CIA powerful incentives not to assist FBI criminal investigations, because doing so could benefit the bureau’s interests at the expense of its own. Even in a case where the target is an ordinary criminal – i.e., a person whose conduct is not remotely related to national-security concerns – the CIA will be reluctant to collect evidence for FBI criminal purposes because that would enhance the welfare of its primary bureaucratic competitor. That is, helping the FBI to mount a criminal investigation will bolster the bureau’s influence (its ability to persuade senior executive branch policymakers, such as the president, to accept its recommendations), as well as its autonomy (its ability to achieve its priorities without interference by outside entities). The president and the attorney general will be marginally more likely in the future to credit the bureau’s recommendations that, say, a particular mob boss should be indicted, or that a particular terrorist should be dealt with through the criminal justice system rather than military commissions. Such topcover from senior officials also will make the FBI marginally more effective at shaving off slices of turf from rival agencies, and at defending its own turf against similar encroachments. The CIA’s concerns will probably be even more
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acute in cases where the target is a spy or terrorist who potentially could be dealt with either through law-enforcement tools or intelligence ones. Here, the cops’ preferred method of prosecuting the suspect competes directly against the spies’ approach of trying to flip him. For the CIA to assist an FBI criminal investigation in these circumstances would not just increase the bureau’s absolute amount of influence and autonomy. It would increase the bureau’s relative influence and autonomy at the expense of the CIA. In effect, CIA service as an FBI surrogate would have distributive consequences; it would precipitate a wealth transfer from the agency to the bureau. The CIA therefore will have intensified reasons not to collect criminal evidence on the FBI’s behalf in the very national-security cases in which the risk of pretextual surveillance is at its apogee.

CIA officials will have strong incentives not to do the FBI’s bidding for a more practical reason, too: Conducting surveillance for the bureau almost certainly would violate the statutory injunction against exercising any “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers” or performing any “internal security functions”\textsuperscript{174} The outer limits of what the National Security Act of 1947 proscribes may be ambiguous,\textsuperscript{175} but running wiretaps for the express purpose of uncovering evidence to be used in criminal proceedings satisfies anybody’s definition of “law enforcement.” To be sure, the National Security Act of 1947 does not make CIA law enforcement activity a criminal offense. But a statutory violation could still be costly; it could demoralize agency employees, alienate the president and other senior officials, and encourage rival agencies to poach CIA turf.\textsuperscript{176} Pretextual surveillance thus involves a striking asymmetry. The benefits of such surveillance would be externalized onto the FBI, but the costs would be internalized in the CIA. The cops have everything to gain, the spies have everything to lose. In light of that asymmetry, the CIA will have good reasons to refuse requests from FBI criminal investigators to conduct pretextual surveillance on their behalf.\textsuperscript{177}

In fact, the risk of pretext under the 1947 act is probably much lower than the risk of pretext under FISA. The USA PATRIOT Act may have increased the opportunities for FBI intelligence officials to engage in pretextual surveillance on behalf of FBI criminal investigators,\textsuperscript{178} but it’s less likely that CIA intelligence officials and FBI criminal investigators will so collaborate. This is so because the internal rivalry between the bureau’s cops and spies appears to be less intense than the competition that characterizes FBI-CIA relations. The FBI’s intelligence officials traditionally have come from the same law-enforcement background as the bureau’s criminal investigators;\textsuperscript{179} FBI spies therefore may be more sympathetic to FBI cops’ desire to collect evidence for criminal purposes than CIA spies would be.\textsuperscript{180} The weaker that

\textsuperscript{174} 50 U.S.C. § 403-4(d)(1).
\textsuperscript{175} See supra notes 74 to 80 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{176} See supra note 49 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{177} In some circumstances, the CIA may calculate that the expected benefits of violating the 1947 act exceed the expected costs. See infra text accompanying notes 181 to 182. But the CIA’s benefits are unlikely to outweigh its costs when the unlawful surveillance is undertaken at the FBI’s behest.
\textsuperscript{178} See sources cited supra note 67.
\textsuperscript{179} See POSNER, UNCERTAIN SHIELD, supra note 16, at 98-99.
\textsuperscript{180} But cf. WRIGHT, supra note 2, at 344, 352-54 (describing FBI criminal investigators’ animosity for FBI intelligence operatives in the summer of 2001).
rivalry, the more likely it is that the bureau’s spies would be willing to run wiretaps at the behest of the bureau’s cops. In short, there may be reasons to worry that PATRIOT’s dismantling of the FISA wall could lead to improper coordination between the FBI’s criminal and intelligence worlds. But those reservations shouldn’t lead us to inhibit information sharing between the FBI and CIA. Even if one rejects expanded coordination under FISA, it’s still possible to embrace CIA-FBI data exchange to the extent it raises weaker pretext concerns.

B. Firewall Concerns

The National Security Act of 1947 and the Posse Comitatus Act both reflect firewall values. Each seeks to isolate various aggressive national security operations that may be justified in some contexts and prevent them from contaminating other spheres where they are (at best) unjustified and (at worst) profoundly dangerous. The 1947 act establishes a geographic and functional firewall; the CIA may operate overseas but not at home, and it may engage in intelligence but not law enforcement. Posse Comitatus, by contrast, distinguishes solely on the basis of functions; the Army and Air Force may engage in military operations but may not enforce civil laws. Though the laws draw different lines, their basic rationale is the same – to prevent the CIA and the armed forces from undertaking violent operations in realms where they are inappropriate.

Information sharing seems to pose very little risk of producing the grave firewall harms the 1947 act and Posse Comitatus seek to avert. Data exchange is pretty far removed from the dangers those two statutes have in mind. What we worry about is the possibility that the CIA might eavesdrop on domestic political dissidents, manipulate elections, assassinate supposedly subversive political and civic leaders, and the like, not that the agency might swap information with Homeland Security about suspected al Qaeda operatives flying from Amsterdam to Detroit. Similarly, we worry about heavily armed soldiers patrolling city streets like cops on the beat, and deploying overwhelming violent force against fellow citizens as though they were enemies on the battlefield, not that the military might collaborate with the FBI in trying to pinpoint the location of an al Qaeda training camp in Yemen. It seems possible to have fairly robust information sharing between the CIA and the armed forces from undertaking violent operations in realms where they are inappropriate.

In fact, a regime of expanded information sharing has the potential to vindicate firewall values more effectively than firm rules against coordinating with the CIA and the armed forces. This is so because data exchange can mitigate the incentives those agencies may experience to conduct surveillance or otherwise operate in ways that violate the 1947 act or Posse Comitatus Act.

Imagine an intelligence system in which information sharing doesn’t take place. Under such a regime, intelligence agencies will only gain access to the data they collect on their own. With sharing off the table, the CIA may face pressures to undertake domestic operations intended to gather the information it has no other way to obtain. Suppose CIA analysts know that a group of al Qaeda operatives has entered the country; the agency wants to listen to their phone calls and read their emails in the hopes of discovering whether they’re about to mount an attack. The CIA can’t ask the FBI to send over the communications the bureau has intercepted,
so the agency has no alternative but to intercept the suspects’ communications on its own. The same is true of the armed forces (although, as we’ll see in a moment, perhaps to a lesser extent). Suppose the Pentagon wants to learn the location of the training camp at which the al Qaeda members received instruction so it can strike the facility. Military brass can’t ask the FBI for copies of the cell’s intercepted communications, so they may want to gather the needed intelligence on their own—perhaps by running their own wiretaps, perhaps by sending undercover agents to observe the cell members at the mosque where they pray or the cafes they frequent.181

In both cases, agencies’ inability to rely on others for the intelligence they seek will incentivize them to mount operations that strike at the heart of the firewall values embodied in the National Security Act and the Posse Comitatus Act. CIA and military officials will engage in statutorily impermissible operations when they expect that the benefits of doing so will exceed the costs. The benefits side of the ledger is fairly straightforward. Among other factors, officials will weigh the tendency of the prohibited conduct to further the agency’s mission—in the CIA’s case, tracking the al Qaeda cell and discerning its intentions; in the case of the military, locating and destroying the training camp. As for costs, officials will consider the opportunity costs of the unlawful surveillance—i.e., the value of the next best choice that’s given up in favor of independent surveillance. (In this hypothetical there is no next best choice; the absence of information sharing means there’s no other way for the agencies to obtain the intelligence they seek.) Officials also will weigh the expected harms of a statutory violation—public embarrassment, loss of agency influence, loss of agency turf, individual criminal liability, and so on—discounted by the probability that those violations will be detected. Those costs can be significant. The CIA and the military won’t flout the 1947 act and Posse Comitatus anytime they perceive a slight advantage—or even a significant advantage—of doing so. In many circumstances the expected costs of conducting statutorily impermissible operations will trump their expected benefits. But not always. The number of cases in which intelligence agencies calculate that unlawful operations are welfare enhancing can’t be known with any precision, but it’s probably greater than zero.

For reasons of institutional self interest and corporate culture,182 the military probably has weaker incentives to engage in prohibited law enforcement activities than the CIA has to engage in prohibited internal security operations. The armed forces traditionally have resisted Congress’s calls to play a greater role in assisting law enforcement, such as in the fight against narcotics trafficking. Military brass fear, with some justification, that the institutional cop culture of scrupulous legalism will dull soldiers’ battlefield instincts, resulting in less effective combat forces.183 Another reason for military officials’ relatively weaker incentives to collect data in violation of the law is the prospect of individual criminal liability. A CIA official who violates the National Security Act of 1947 may get his agency in hot water, and his career prospects may suffer as a result, but he doesn’t face any direct criminal sanctions. A military commander who directs his subordinates to engage in law enforcement functions, by contrast,

182 Cf. ZEGART, supra note 169, at __ (using organizational theory to explain behavior of intelligence agencies); McNeal, 42 CASE W. RES. J. INT’L L. at 146 (same as to armed forces).
183 See supra notes 98 to 99 and accompanying text.
may later be charged with violating the Posse Comitatus Act, a transgression that could land him in jail for up to two years.\(^{184}\)

Information sharing can mitigate agencies’ incentives to undertake prohibited operations. In effect, it functions as an escape valve, dissipating the pressures national-security players may face to operate in statutorily prohibited spheres. If it’s possible for the CIA and the armed forces to obtain the information they seek from, say, the FBI, there’s less need for them to try to collect the data on their own – and therefore less risk that they will run afoul of firewall principles. Data exchange thus produces a substitution effect. Because information sharing is now an option, it’s more costly for Langley and the Pentagon to gather data on their own in ways that could violate the 1947 act or Posse Comitatus. In particular, information sharing increases the opportunity cost of engaging in independent surveillance in that it supplies a next-best alternative (and often a superior alternative). By increasing agencies’ costs of conducting independent surveillance, data exchange reduces (even if it does not completely eliminate) their incentives to do so. Allowing CIA and the armed forces to swap data with other intelligence agencies thus has the potential to vindicate firewall values even more effectively than a categorical prohibition on interagency coordination.

C. Republicanism Concerns

The Posse Comitatus Act seeks to preserve republicanism values – in particular, the notion that the armed forces must always be firmly subordinated to civilian authorities – in two distinct ways. First, by barring soldiers from participating in law enforcement, the act prevents the military from exercising undue influence in civilian affairs. Second, Posse Comitatus helps keep the military from developing an institutional perspective on law-enforcement questions, thereby preserving independent domestic policy deliberations. These concerns are an insufficient basis for sharing restrictions. The expected costs of information sharing involving the armed forces are simply too small.

First, consider the costs of civilian authorities losing control of the armed forces. Expected cost is equal to the magnitude of the harm in question discounted by the probability that it will materialize. There’s no doubt that such harms would be grave indeed; they would effectively mean an end to the American experiment in representative self government. The flaw in this argument is that it’s virtually impossible to imagine the military gaining undue influence in civilian affairs, let alone forcibly taking the reins of political power. The probability of such events coming to pass is miniscule, if not zero. And the likelihood that information sharing in particular will result in these harms is tinier still.

Whether military involvement in law enforcement aggrandizes the armed forces at the expense of civilian authorities is ultimately an empirical matter. There isn’t much data available on that question. But several anecdotes from centuries past to the modern era suggest that even direct military participation in basic law enforcement functions is unlikely to result in civilian authorities losing control of the armed forces. An early example is the Whiskey Rebellion. In 1794, the federal government raised and fielded an army to enforce a new tax on whiskey that

\(^{184}\) See 18 U.S.C. § 1385.
rebellious farmers in western Pennsylvania refused to pay. This was no ramshackle operation; the federal force was roughly the size of the Continental Army at its peak during the Revolutionary War, and President George Washington personally commanded it in the field. Yet when the crisis passed, the militias were deactivated without incident and civilian authorities suffered no enduring loss of power. Another example comes from the antebellum era. The Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 required officials to return to the south any slaves who escaped from bondage. Sometimes the army conducted the returns required by the act. Yet the armed forces did not thereby gain lasting independence from civilian leaders. More recently, and happily, President Eisenhower in 1957 deployed the army’s 101st Airborne Division to Little Rock, Arkansas, to ensure that African-American students were able to attend the city’s public schools; the army was implementing the requirements of the Supreme Court’s school-desegregation rulings. Again, the armed forces’ role in enforcing civil law didn’t have any prolonged effect on the distribution of power between civilian and military officials. In short, the armed forces have been directed to engage in law enforcement activities repeatedly (if irregularly) over the course of American history, yet civilian authorities have not thereby ceded power to the armed forces. If these incidents are any indication, the slope to a military coup isn’t that slippery after all.

It’s even less likely that information sharing between military and law-enforcement officials will result in the armed forces gaining independence and autonomy from civilian leadership. If the army’s participation in collecting federal taxes, enforcing federal statutes, and implementing Supreme Court decisions didn’t result in aggrandizement at the expense of the civilian sphere, it’s hard to see how the (considerably more benign) swapping of data between the army and the FBI could. As argued above, information sharing can actually decrease the likelihood that the armed forces will engage in the sorts of core law-enforcement activities that raise republicanism concerns. If the military is able to acquire the information it seeks from the FBI, it will have weaker incentives to collect on its own via independent law-enforcement operations. In short, the probability that data exchange will contribute to civilian authorities losing control of the armed forces is fairly low – and the probability of a military coup is lower still.

What of the other threat to republicanism values the Posse Comitatus Act seeks to avert? There is some risk that participating in law enforcement will cause the military to develop an institutional perspective on domestic policy questions, and that – owing to the high esteem in which the public holds the armed forces – voters and elected officials will extend undue deference to the military’s perspective in their policy deliberations. The expected cost of this outcome is fairly low, too; the magnitude of the harm is simply too small to justify restrictions on information sharing.

185 See generally __.
186 See generally __.
187 See, e.g., Tkacz, supra note 102, at 320-21.
188 See generally __.
190 See supra notes 181 to 184 and accompanying text.
The concern here has to do with the quality of deliberations by voters and officeholders. The fear is not that the military will gain power at expense of civilians, but rather that civilian debate will suffer. From the standpoint of classical republicanism – an ideology that was in vogue at the time of the Founding\textsuperscript{191} – the ideal political decisionmaking process involves citizens reaching conclusions based on an independent, disinterested, and rational weighing of competing conceptions of the public good.\textsuperscript{192} A corollary is that citizens must set aside extraneous considerations, such as their personal self interest, the views of other parties, and so on. If too much weight is given to military opinion, the argument goes, that will distort the rational and independent deliberations called for by republicanism principles. Policy will be determined, not so much by an independent assessment that a certain course of action will advance the public good, but in part because voters are simply willing to take the military’s word for it. In effect, citizens might delegate some of their responsibility for making informed policy judgments to the armed forces.

A lot can be said against this conception of political decisionmaking, including wondering (as liberal theorists do) whether it’s possible to conceive of a public good that is anything more than the sum of individual interests,\textsuperscript{193} and questioning (as scholars of political ignorance do) whether citizens actually engage in the deliberations assumed by republican principles.\textsuperscript{194} For our purposes, it’s enough to say this: It doesn’t seem any more problematic for citizens to defer to the opinions of military officials than it is for them to defer to the countless other institutions whose views they might consider when forming their own opinions.

Citizens don’t deliberate in a vacuum. They are situated amid numerous organs of civil society – churches, charities, fraternal associations, and the like – and it’s to be expected that they will look to those institutions when forming their views on the hot-button issues of the day. Imagine a voter consulting the Catholic Church’s teachings on the permissibility of capital punishment when deciding whether or not to support a legislative initiative to abolish the death penalty. The quality of public deliberations doesn’t suffer from this kind of consultation. To the contrary, the existence of these institutional points of view may even enrich public debate, by exposing citizens to arguments they otherwise might not have considered. Moreover, a citizen’s antecedent decision that she will defer to one organization and not to another is itself the product of rational and independent deliberation that’s fully consistent with republican values. When deciding whether to defer to Catholic, or Baptist, or Episcopalian teachings on capital punishment, our hypothetical voter by definition does not defer to those churches; deference comes into play only after the voter has decided – on her own – that a particular institution is worth listening to. And even if deference to civic institutions is thought to be undesirable in general, there’s no reason to single out deference to the military as especially unwelcome.


\textsuperscript{194}See, e.g., Ilya Somin, \textit{Democracy and Political Ignorance} (forthcoming 2010).
Republicanism may or may not be offended by citizens deferring to the views of their churches, or of the charities to which they contribute, or of the fraternal associations to which they belong. But deference to the armed forces distorts the deliberative process neither more nor less than deference to these other institutions. (Again, the concern here is not that the armed forces might acquire too much power, but rather that citizens will fail to engage in disinterested and independent deliberations.) In sum, the harms that data exchange could cause to republican values are both too remote and too small to justify sharing restrictions that segregate the military from law enforcement.

D. Privacy Concerns

Information sharing implicates the privacy concerns that lie at the heart of the Privacy Act – and also FISA and the National Security Act – in two distinct senses. First, sharing can undermine one’s privacy interest in avoiding government observation of personal facts; it expands the circle of officials who are privy to one’s private information. Second, sharing can undermine one’s privacy interest in autonomously controlling the manner in which personal facts are presented to the outside world; it allows the government to use private information in ways that are far removed from the purposes for which the data originally was acquired. Ultimately, privacy and information sharing are capable of peaceful coexistence; it’s possible to achieve each without doing undue violence to the other. Information sharing generally poses less of a threat to personal privacy than surveillance does, and data exchange may preserve privacy values more effectively than sharing restrictions, by reducing agencies’ incentives to engage in privacy-eroding surveillance.

I argued above that information sharing can undermine privacy interests. 195 That’s true, but it’s important to consider the relative magnitude of those privacy costs. Sharing is generally less harmful to privacy than surveillance is. The process of acquiring a given fact about a person via wiretap or physical search typically represents a greater affront to privacy than does the sharing of that same fact with other government officials after it has been acquired. This is so because surveillance inevitably involves the collection of extraneous and innocuous – and highly sensitive – data. When the FBI wiretaps a suspect’s phone, it won’t just overhear the suspect’s incriminating conversations about bombmaking equipment, possible targets, sources of funding and training, and the identities of other co-conspirators. Agents also may overhear entirely innocent conversations that have no relevance to the investigation whatsoever – a conversation between the suspect and his mother in Yemen, a conversation between the suspect and a co-worker about the relative merits of the Redskins and the Cowboys, a conversation between the suspect’s wife and son’s teacher about his progress in school, and so on. The process of locating individual grains of wheat that will be useful requires investigators to sift through massive amounts of chaff – sensitive and irrelevant personal facts concerning not just the suspect but other people with whom he comes into contact. By exposing investigators to these innocent and extraneous personal facts, surveillance can place severe strain on privacy values. (This is why FISA and Title III both require investigators to adopt “minimization” procedures – i.e.,

195 See supra notes 42 to 46 and accompanying text.
procedures designed to reduce the amount of innocent content that’s collected and to destroy what innocent content is gathered.196)

The sharing of information among intelligence agencies usually will not produce privacy harms of this magnitude. A smaller amount of sensitive data changes hands under the typical information sharing arrangement than is acquired during typical surveillance. In many cases, intelligence agencies don’t share their raw surveillance take with one another – the innocent conversations along with the incriminating.197 What are shared are the extracts – pieces of information that an analyst has processed, reviewed, and determined may be relevant to the investigation.198 As a result, an official with whom data is shared may learn nothing about the suspect’s mother, the co-worker’s football loyalties, or the teacher’s student evaluations; those conversations have been filtered out before the data reaches him. All the recipient encounters are the portions of the overheard conversations that indicate a terrorist plot may be afoot. The personal facts that intelligence agencies share often have been distilled down to their essence. They will not be accompanied by extraneous yet sensitive facts about the suspect and his circle of associates, which ordinarily will be left on the cutting room floor. So, yes, it’s true that information sharing can undermine personal privacy. But those harms need to be understood in context. Often the privacy costs of information sharing will be smaller – perhaps much smaller – than the privacy costs of outright surveillance.

In fact, an intelligence system based on widespread information sharing has the potential to vindicate privacy values even more effectively than a categorical ban on sharing. This is so because sharing can be a substitute for surveillance. In some circumstances – namely, where officials deem the costs of wiretaps or physical searches to be excessive – intelligence agencies will prefer to acquire the information they seek from an interagency partner rather than by initiating a new round of surveillance. The sharing of previously gathered information thus can obviate the need for further privacy-eroding collection.

In an intelligence system whose members are free to swap data with each other, an agency that wishes to eavesdrop on a particular suspect’s communications will have, roughly speaking, two ways of doing so. It can either surveil the target on its own, or it can ask an interagency partner that previously conducted surveillance of the target to hand over some of the resulting intercepts. Imagine that officials at Homeland Security are trying to decide whether to initiate electronic surveillance of two Brooklyn-based men. DHS wants to learn whether the men represent a threat to the Indian Point nuclear power plant, which is located just a few miles up the Hudson River from New York City. Officials know that, several weeks ago, the FBI ran wiretaps on the suspects’ phones and also intercepted messages that were sent to and from their email accounts. Will DHS engage in a fresh round of surveillance? Or will officials ask the bureau to send them transcripts and recordings of the relevant phone calls, copies of the relevant emails, and the like?


197 Intelligence agencies are reluctant to share their raw take for a number of reasons, including the need to protect the sensitive sources and methods they use to collect intelligence. See LOWENTHAL, supra note 16, at __.

In at least some cases, DHS will go with option two. Intelligence officials will choose to acquire the information they seek through data exchange when the net benefits of sharing (benefits minus costs) exceed the net benefits of fresh surveillance. Surveillance can be quite costly. If DHS initiates a new round of wiretaps, it will need to devote some of its finite resources to preparing an application to the FISA court \(^{199}\) (and also helping the Justice Department’s Office of Intelligence Policy and Review shepherd that application through the FISA court’s approval process \(^{200}\)). DHS officials will need to install and operate the taps; they may need to translate the overheard conversations and intercepted emails; and they will need to pore over the raw take, analyzing it for any signs of possible terrorist activity. A round of new surveillance also has opportunity costs. Every dollar and man-hour that DHS spends surveilling the Indian Point suspects is a dollar and man-hour that can’t be spent investigating other possible threats to the national security. Sometimes the costs associated with fresh surveillance will be so great that DHS officials will prefer to obtain the information they want from their partners at the FBI. \(^{201}\) In other words, the high cost of fresh surveillance will produce a substitution effect: Agency officials will switch to the lower-cost alternative of information sharing. \(^{202}\)

It’s not possible to predict \textit{a priori} how often intelligence agencies will decide to forego fresh surveillance in favor of information sharing. Nor is it easy to verify after the fact how often this substitution has taken place; much of the relevant data presumably remains shielded from public view by classification requirements. Still, it seems plausible that officials will prefer to obtain the information they seek via information sharing, rather than fresh surveillance, in a not-insignificant number of instances.

The information sharing alternative imposes relatively weaker burdens on the suspects’ privacy interests (and those of the people with whom they come into contact) than would be the case if a new batch of wiretaps were the only option. The targets will only be subject to one wiretap, not two. Investigators won’t expose themselves to additional hours of sensitive and innocuous conversations in the hopes of discovering some new clue. If, on the other hand, data exchange is impossible – for instance, because the governing statute makes it unlawful – officials will have no real alternative but to collect the information by initiating yet another round of

\(^{199}\) See 50 U.S.C. § 1804.

\(^{200}\) See 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 2, at 78.

\(^{201}\) For certain agencies, the costs of domestic surveillance in particular will be quite large, thereby systematically biasing them in favor of the information sharing alternative. Some agencies are legally prohibited from engaging in various forms of domestic surveillance, such as CIA under the National Security Act of 1947 and the Army and Air Force under the Posse Comitatus Act. See supra Parts II.B, II.C. For these agencies, the costs of surveillance will include another consideration – the expected cost of breaking the law, or the magnitude of the harm associated with a statutory violation discounted by probability it will be detected. Because of these added costs, information sharing will tend to be even more attractive than fresh surveillance from standpoint of these agencies.

\(^{202}\) Surveillance may be costly, but sharing can be costly, too. Perhaps the most important cost of sharing is the opportunity cost of foregone surveillance. If Homeland Security decides to forego new wiretaps and content itself with previously collected FBI data, there is a risk that an additional round of surveillance might have uncovered new information that isn’t reflected in the existing FBI intercepts. In other words, the FBI may not have collected every last piece of data that’s relevant to the DHS investigation; agency investigators might overhear something incriminating that the bureau missed. Sometimes the opportunity cost of foregone surveillance will be so great as to prove decisive, tilting the balance in favor of fresh surveillance.
surveillance. This is not to say that there are *no* privacy costs associated with information sharing; plainly there are.\(^{203}\) The point I am making is a comparative one: that data exchange does a better job, relative to fresh surveillance, of preserving individual privacy.

Up to this point the analysis has focused entirely on a single kind of privacy interest – the data subject’s interest in avoiding government observation. What about the other – the data subject’s interest in controlling the manner in which his personal information is used? Information sharing can pit those two interests against each other. Sharing can promote a data subject’s privacy interest in avoiding government observation because it reduces intelligence officials’ incentives to subject him to additional rounds of privacy-eroding surveillance. But it does so precisely by violating that data subject’s separate and distinct privacy interest in keeping his personal information from being widely disseminated without his knowledge or consent. When the Treasury Department provides the FBI with copies of a suspected terrorist’s cancelled checks, it simultaneously protects the suspect from the bureau independently rummaging through his bank records *and* causes the suspect to lose even more control over the uses to which his financial data are put. The vindication of the former interest depends on the violation of the latter. It’s not privacy versus security, it’s privacy versus privacy.

Candidly, this tradeoff – and the inevitable violation of privacy-as-control – seems an inescapable feature of information sharing arrangements. By definition, sharing involves the dissemination of personal data to a wide range of players, almost always without the data subject’s approval, and thus necessarily places strain on his privacy interest in controlling how his information is presented to others. But that isn’t a decisive objection to data exchange. Given the counterterrorism benefits of information sharing, we might be willing to tolerate some reduction in our ability to determine how our personal data is used. And the autonomy costs associated with information sharing might prove bearable since data exchange not only does not violate, but actually can preserve, the privacy interest in avoiding observation. In other words, the benefits of information sharing (improved counterterrorism and the protection of observational privacy) might outweigh the costs (violations of privacy-as-autonomy).

Even if the various privacy costs associated with information sharing are thought to be excessive, it might be possible to preserve privacy without resorting to outright restrictions on data exchange. Other potential safeguards may achieve an adequate level of privacy protection – or, to say something similar, a tolerable level of privacy infringement – while ensuring that the individual mosaic tiles circulate more or less freely among the nation’s counterterrorism players. The intelligence community might make more extensive use of anonymization tools.\(^{204}\) Data that is to be shared with interagency partners (or even within a particular agency) could be scrubbed of all personally identifiable information, such as names and social security numbers, before it is sent to the recipient. The recipient would analyze the depersonalized data, and would only need to learn individual identities if analysis turns up indications of possible terrorist

---

\(^{203}\) See *supra* notes 42 to 46 and accompanying text.

activity. Or intelligence agencies could use immutable audit trails – i.e., computerized records that detail who has gained access to a particular piece of information. Audit trails can be used to discipline agency personnel who have looked at personal information without adequate reasons – e.g., those who lack the necessary security clearances, or those whose job responsibilities don’t provide the requisite “need to know.” Moreover, employees’ awareness that audit trails exist, and that punishment awaits, might help deter them from improperly accessing personal data.

CONCLUSION

One lesson that virtually everyone took from 9/11 was the need to improve information sharing among the nation’s national security players. Yet nearly a decade after those devastating terrorist attacks, a number of statutory walls continue to restrict the flow of data among intelligence, military, law enforcement, and other officials. The National Security Act of 1947, the Posse Comitatus Act, and the Privacy Act admirably seek to preserve fundamental policy values – the notion that cops shouldn’t evade the legal limits on their surveillance powers by commissioning spies to do their dirty work for them, the notion that spies and soldiers should restrict their violent tradecraft to spheres where it belongs, the notion that civilian authorities must always be firmly in control of the armed forces, and the notion that the government should strive to minimize harm to individual privacy. They do so, however, at a potentially significant cost to information sharing.

Fortunately, data exchange doesn’t require us to discard the underlying principles on which these statutes are based. It’s possible to preserve those values while at the same time increasing the flow of data among cops, spies, and soldiers. Indeed, information sharing can actually vindicate these principles more effectively than a categorical ban on data exchange. Pretext concerns generally don’t necessitate limits on sharing between the FBI and CIA, since the latter’s institutional self-interest naturally will predispose it against running wiretaps for the former’s use in criminal proceedings. Data exchange among cops, spies, and soldiers may actually promote firewall values, by reducing incentives to use unsavory national security techniques in the domestic and law-enforcement arenas. Republicanism concerns don’t justify building an information sharing wall around the armed forces, since the resulting harms are unlikely to occur. And information sharing can vindicate data subjects’ privacy interests by mitigating incentives to engage in duplicative rounds of privacy-eroding surveillance.

Congress should follow its own example – the example it set in the USA PATRIOT Act – and dismantle these walls. As long as they remain on the statute books, the need for more information sharing may be a lesson we’re condemned to learn over and over again.


206 See, e.g., Third Markle Report, supra note 34, at 1-3, 6-7.